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Algorithms are ordered sequences of instructions or procedures
to solve a defined problem or to explore possible solutions to
an open-ended problem. In the field of digital building design,
algorithms refer to enhancing, automating and reinventing digital design workflows with procedures created using programming languages or visual programming interfaces.
This thesis is an assessment of the potential of algorithmic
design in the context of early-stage architectural design of residential development projects done in a BIM environment. The
research consists of two main parts: a literary review to explain
the evolution of digital design towards algorithmic modeling
and BIM, and the underlying concepts behind the subject; and
a case study commissioned by the Finnish subsidiary of the
multinational housing developer Bonava Group. In the study
two generalized design algorithms were created to streamline
and enhance the digital drafting process of a large residential
project.
The case study revealed that algorithmic design has lots of
potential applications in architectural BIM efforts. However, the
promise of visual programming to bring the creation of algorithms available to the ordinary designer does not materialize.
Specific expertise is required to efficiently benefit from design
algorithms, but availability of formal training on the subject is
scarce. The immaturity of available software tools makes it hard
to create concise design algorithms whose continued functionality is guaranteed. Algorithmic design currently offers promising possibilities to early adopters, and with further development
ongoing, it has immense potential to become an inseparable
part of an architect’s digital toolset in the near future.
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Algoritmit ovat tietyssä järjestyksessä suoritettavien ohjeiden tai
toimintojen sarjoja. Niillä pyritään ratkaisemaan ennalta määriteltyjä ongelmia tai etsimään ratkaisuvaihtoehtoja avoimiin
kysymyksiin. Digitaalisessa rakennussuunnittelussa algoritmeilla
tarkoitetaan olemassaolevien työskentelytapojen parantelua ja
automatisointia sekä uusien kehittämistä hyödyntämällä tietokoneohjelmointia joko tekstipohjaisia ohjelmointikieliä tai graafisia
ohjelmointiympäristöjä käyttäen.
Tässä työssä arvioidaan algoritmiavusteisen suunnittelun käyttökelpoisuutta tietomallintamalla tehtävässä asuntokohteiden
ehdotussuunnittelussa. Tutkimus koostuu kahdesta pääosasta.
Ensimmäisenä on kirjallisuuskatsaus, jossa käydään läpi periaatteet aiheen taustalla sekä digitaalisen rakennussuunnittelun
kehityskaari kohti algoritmiavusteisuutta ja tietomallintamista.
Toinen osa on Bonava Suomi Oy:n tilaama tapaustutkimus, jossa
kehitettiin kaksi suunnittelualgoritmia avustamaan suuren asuntorakennuskohteen luonnostelussa.
Tapaustutkimuksen perusteella algoritmiavusteisella suunnittelulla on paljon potentiaalisia käyttökohteita arkkitehtisuunnittelun
tietomallinnuksessa. Graafisten ohjelmointiympäristöjen lupaus
algoritmien kehittämisen tulosta keskivertosuunnittelijan saataville ei kuitenkaan toteudu. Erikoisosaaminen on tarpeen algoritmiavusteisessa suunnittelussa, mutta koulutusta ei juurikaan ole
tarjolla. Nykyisillä ohjelmistoilla on haastavaa aikaansaada tiiviitä
ja yleispäteviä algoritmeja, joiden jatkuva toiminta olisi taattua.
Algoritmiavusteisuudesta on kuitenkin tälläkin hetkellä huomattavaa hyötyä varhaisille omaksujille, ja jatkuvan kehitystyön
ansiosta sillä on suuri potentiaali tulla erottamattomaksi osaksi
suunnittelijoiden digitaalista työkalupakkia lähitulevaisuudessa.
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Terms and Abbreviations
AEC
Algorithm
Algorithms-Aided
Design (AAD)

Architecture, Engineering and
Construction
An ordered sequence of steps to
reach an objective.
see Algorithmic Design

Algorithmic Design,
Algorithmic Modeling

Using textually or graphically
composed parametric software
algorithms for digital design
purposes

API

Application Programming
Interface: an interface that
allows programmers to expand
the capabilities of software
applications with custom code

BIM

Building Information Modeling: an
object-based parametric method of
creating, maintaining and sharing
digital design data

6D BIM

Building Information Modeling
with additional capabilities
besides the 3D model for life cycle
management, including timeline
phasing (4D), cost management
(5D), and user manuals, guarantee
certificates, receipts etc. (6D)

CAD
Design Computing

Computer Aided Design
Using computational methods for
digital design purposes. Often used
interchangeably with Algorithmic
Design.

Generative Design

see Algorithmic Design

Genetic Algorithm

A mathematical optimization
algorithm that mimics natural
selection

Link

Connection between nodes in a
visual program

Node

A component of a visual program.
Essentially an algorithm in itself; it
executes a predefined operation.

Parameter

A measure used to define,
instead of, or besides another. In
computing, a parameter is a piece
of data fed into a program

Parametric Design

Often used interchangeably with
Algorithmic Design, but arguably
encompasses a broader spectrum
where parametric relationships
can be imposed without seemingly
composing algorithms

UI
VDC

Visual Programming
Wire

User Interface
Virtual Design and Construction:
a comprehensive method for
strategic management of all
computer-based procedures in
construction projects
Composing software programs
using a graphical interface
see Link
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The rapid onset of digitalization in the late 20th and early
21st century have revolutionized the processes of construction design along with other fields of industry. Advanced
software tools combined with high-performance hardware
have replaced pen and paper as the medium of choice for
building designers. During the last decade, Building Information Modeling (BIM) has taken over as the standard process of design and documentation of a building project.
In a BIM process a detailed 3D model of the building is
established to allow for more precise analysis and documentation of the design. A building information model contains detailed information on the constituent parts of the
design as well as the phasing of the project. The model can
be shared between and simultaneously worked on by multiple designers, and conflicts between the designs of various
disciplines can be detected and resolved early in the process. A building information model is especially useful in
the later phases of the design process, where detailed 3D
representations of building parts along with their respective data contents are introduced in the model. They enable
accurate cost and energy-efficiency estimates as well as
detailed visualizations of the design. Building information
models are useful beyond design efforts in the workshop,
construction and maintenance phases of a project as well.
Generative Design or Algorithmic Design refers to the process of creating rule-based geometries to facilitate generating iterations of a specific design. The process encompasses
defining essential constants and variables that drive an algorithm to create the desired geometrical representation. By
changing the values of the variables, iterations of the design
can be rapidly accumulated, along with the extraction of
necessary metrics to draw comparisons between iterations.
Traditionally algorithmic design has required knowledge of
programming languages and textual scripting. For more than
a decade algorithmic design has been available to design12

ers with no knowledge of formal programming through the
introduction of Visual Programming, a process where the
algorithm can be composed within a visual interface by connecting inputs, operations and outputs.
The cost of construction in centers of growth in Finland is
raising rapidly. This has prompted housing developers to
seek for more control over the entire process of development. Co-operation with municipal officials in the zoning
process is essential in assuring the financial sustainability
and thus the viability of the planned development. However,
finding the most feasible design solution in the early drafting
phase of the process requires numerous design options and
several iterations of each option. This is highly time-consuming and even so the comparison between the resulting
options is very subjective and mostly based on individual
opinion instead of measurable metrics.
With an increasing number of digital design tools and processes available on the market, it has become necessary for
developers to compose a Virtual Design and Construction
(VDC) strategy to define and streamline the digital workflows to be implemented in projects. It is desirable to realize
the entire process within a defined collection of software
to standardize workflows and training of staff as well as to
avoid issues with compatibility. However, the BIM tools that
are required in the later phases of the design process are
unfit for the early drafting phase. Generating rough geometry and analytics is laborious and not always results in a
favorable outcome.

1.2

Research Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to determine the
potential benefits of implementing algorithmic design in a
BIM-based VDC strategy and design process. In practice the
aim is to create algorithmic modeling processes in the early
drafting stage of housing design to liberate human workforce from the tedious task of generating iterations of design
options. Ideally, workflows are composed where iterations
are not only generated, but also compared and optimized
13

computationally, providing the designer with numerically
measurable dimensional, financial and environmental data
to facilitate the selection of iterations to advance to later
phases of design.
A secondary objective of the research is to find out whether
visual programming tools really make it possible for designers with no knowledge of programming languages to get
involved in algorithmic design. With the supposed capabilities of algorithmic tools it seems surprising that they have
not been widely implemented thus far. On the other hand,
there’s still a widespread lack of training and expertise
regarding even basic building information modeling in the
field of architectural design in Finland. Consequently, the
scripts resulting from the research should be easily deliverable and executable and their use should be as effortless
as possible.
Another objective of the thesis is to specify the strengths
and weaknesses of algorithmic design in the drafting phase
of housing designs and to critically assess the process of
creating the necessary algorithms. Two main strategies and
toolsets will be compared in terms of thier features, ease of
use and applicability of results.

1.3

Structure and Implementation of Research

This research consists of two main parts. The first one is a
literary review providing a general theoretical background to
algorithms-aided design. It covers the evolution of computer
aided design from 2D-drafting towards 6D-BIM and parametrically driven algorithm-based models. Algorithms-aided
design is then investigated in more detail to describe the
ideas and motivation behind it, as well as the most common
software tools. Its practical manifestations, benefits and
shortcomings are addressed according to literary on the
subject and the background provided by software suppliers.
The second main part is a case study in the framework of
a large housing development project in the Capital Region
of Finland. It is in an early drafting phase to create proposals for a zoning plan to convert an old industrial site to a
14

mixed-use neighborhood with housing, offices and retail. It
is a complex project where the aspirations of the developer
must be adjusted to the requirements set by city planning
officials and the former industrial user of the site, some of
whose operations will remain at the location.
Dozens of options and iterations are required to combine
these demands in the best possible manner. The potential
benefits of parametrically driven general-purpose design
algorithms in this process are investigated through two
optimization algorithms. The work is done using two widely
available parallel workflows. The aim is to draw comparisons between the strengths and weaknesses of these two
workflows to determine the better option for persistent professional generation of design algorithms for BIM implementation. The software tools used in the research are
covered in more detail to describe their features.
The goal of the scripts is to drastically speed up the process of creating iterations of design options and to optimize
the design based on chosen parameters. The algorithms are
set up to generate accurate and reliable metrics to provide
objective data to aid designers, project managers and other
concerned parties in decision-making. The resulting scripts
are then formatted for distribution to designers, and documentation is provided to guide the users in the utilization of
the scripts.
In the last part of the thesis the process is evaluated, and
conclusions are drawn. The results are assessed in terms
of the materialized benefit to the client, as well as a SWOT
analysis on the process itself. The two workflows are compared in respect of their advantages and deficiencies. This
part also includes a brief evaluation of the thesis process in
terms of planning, phasing and formatting a similar project
for future application.

15

2

THEORETICAL BASIS

2.1

The Evolution of Digital Building Design

2.1.1

Background in 2D and 3D Computer Aided Design

The roots of graphics-based computer-aided design (CAD)
can be traced back to mid-1960’s, when several academic
and industrial research groups made significant advancements on the subject. At the time creating an architectural
design included a labor-intensive drafting process, where
drawings had to be revisioned and eventually entirely
redrawn according to design changes[1]. The early graphical CAD systems were essentially a digital replacement
of paper and a pen. They replicated the drafting process
with the aim of employing computers with time-consuming, repetitive tasks included in the process[2]. The results
were planar wireframe line drawings, which could then be
produced in paper format using a plotter. While the early
CAD systems significantly accelerated the action of drafting, they shared a major issue with the manual process: following major changes in design the drawings still had to be
redrawn entirely. During this period, there were no commercial, universal CAD tools. The software were in-house tools
for the academic and industrial institutions who developed
them, and they ran on purpose-built hardware. Operating
the systems required highly specialized training so their use
was restricted to separate CAD operators, to whom tasks
were then issued by the designers.[3]

1. Eastman et al. 2011: pp.
10-11
2. Terzidis 2006: p. 54
3. Weisberg 2008: c. 2,
pp. 8-9

The wireframe approach was still present in early three-dimensional modeling tools of the time. Representations of
3D objects consisted of points in space connected by lines
representing the edges of the geometry. In order to emulate
the creation of scale models in addition to digital drafting,
there was a demand (from the automotive and aerospace
industries in particular) for more advanced surface and solid
modeling in addition to the wireframe projections. Steps
toward dynamic manipulation of the digital model were
taken during the late 1960’s by car manufacturer Renault,
whose researcher Pierre Bézier - based on earlier research
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by Paul de Casteljau and a mathematical basis laid by Sergei
Bernstein - came up with control point curves and surfaces
that to this day bear his name, thus creating Non-Uniform
Rational Basis Spline (NURBS) geometry.[4] This technology
allowed for the digital modeling of smooth, flowing surfaces
and their manipulation by modifying the control points. By
the early 1970’s the findings were implemented into a software tool called CATIA by Dassault Systèmes, the later generations of which are still widely used in the manufacturing
industry. The creation of NURBS foresaw the creation of
powerful general-purpose geometry modeling tools[5].
Simultaneously, several academic institutions were working
on digital tools for solid modeling to represent volumetric
geometry digitally. One of the lines of research was Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). In CSG, the solid form is
created by defining functions between primitive forms
such as cylinders, blocks and spheres. The functions are
presented in a textual script form. Another line of research
resulted in boundary representation (B-rep) modeling.
B-reps are shapes defined by concatenated boundary surfaces. Their relationships are based on Boolean arithmetic by the application of surface unions, intersections and
subtractions. This allowed for dynamic manipulation of the
model, where the model would stay intact as a solid and oriented representation following changes made to one of the
bounding surfaces. The ability to quickly edit the model and
create iterations of the design made it possible to create the
first generation of generally applicable, practical 3D design
systems. Modern modeling software usually employ both:
CSG for the actual editing operations invisible to the user,
and B-reps for visualizing the model.[6]
In the early 1980’s, among other factors, the introduction
of the PC with a graphical user interface shifted the CAD
industry to a new direction. Until then, CAD tools were developed and delivered as systems including both the software
and the proprietary hardware. However less powerful, the
arrival of the affordable and easily approachable PC created
a market for CAD products that only included the software
and utilized industry-standard hardware. PCs were easy to
implement, and the concept of workstation was created.
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4. Weisberg 2008: c. 2, pp.
10-11
5. Weisberg 2008: c. 2,
p. 12
6. Eastman et al. 2011: pp.
33-35

Particular CAD operators and expensive data centers were
no longer required, and the designers were empowered with
the ability to create and manipulate the digital 3D representations of their designs themselves.[7] One of the software tools introduced at the time was AutoCAD, which has
since then developed into the de-facto industry standard in
architectural 2D drafting. One of the current product families of its creator, Autodesk, will be covered in more detail in
upcoming chapters of this thesis.
A further advancement appeared in the late 1980’s, when
Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) introduced its
solid modeling program, Pro/ENGINEER, currently known
as Creo. It introduced parametric modeling, which refers to
the ability to apply attributes to parts of the model and to
create rules and dependencies between them[8][9]. Parametric modeling, when done correctly, allows for a significant
increase in modeling efficiency and accuracy. It enables
the designer to set constraints and rules where modifying a
part of the design reflects in a change in another. Attributes,
such as material, dimensions and cost, can be assigned
to objects in the model. These advancements enabled the
development of Product Data Management (PDM), which
is manifested in the construction industry and architectural
design practice as Building Information Modeling (BIM).
2.1.2

7. Weisberg 2008: c. 2, pp.
16-20
8. Weisberg 2008: c. 2,
p. 21
9. Eastman et al. 2011:
p. 36
10. Terzidis 2006: p. 60

Building Information Modeling

However advanced, without parametric properties and
dependencies 2D and 3D CAD systems were essentially
mere digital replications of earlier manual practices of drafting and model-building. It was conceived that digital software tools had the potential to be proactive assistants to
designers by providing them with information on the design
and applying rules to the relationships between objects.[10]
As the field advanced, the benefit from assigning attributes
to the geometric 3D objects became clear[9]. In architectural
modeling, information about for instance material composition, areas and volumes could be associated with the 3D
geometry, allowing the designer to analyze and compare
some of the effects of alterations made in the model.
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Shifting from CAD to BIM requires a paradigm shift in the
way the digital model of a building is perceived. In addition to
assigning parametric dependencies and data to the geometry, one of the fundamental aspects of BIM is the ability to
present and share that information between designers[11].
Hence fundamentally a BIM model can be described as a
collection of data about the design rather than a collection
of geometries. The rules to set up the geometry are stored
in the data collection, which is accessed through a graphical
user interface in the form of a 3D model and 2D projections.
It is characteristic to BIM that it maintains consistency.
Dimensions and configurations must match in the 3D model
and the related 2D drawings generated by the system.
Other characteristics common to all BIM tools include the
system-predefined object classes, such as walls, slabs
and roofs, which all have different behaviors programmed
within. Moreover, the objects are interconnected and react
to changes in their context: if a wall is modified, all the other
walls connected to it change accordingly, the connection to
the roof above it is updated as well as the connection to the
floor, dimensions in the 2D drawings are updated etc. The
3D representation of the objects can contain several layers
of data: For example, a wall is sliced to illustrate its structural layers. The parametric relationships between objects
are also hierarchical: The insulation layer of a wall object
adjoins the insulation layer of a roof object, and the indoor
finishing layer connects to its equivalent at the ceiling, and
so forth.[12]
The objectives and potential benefits of BIM are numerous.
Most importantly, it saves time and effort for the designers
to direct towards more primary design concerns by facilitating the creation of graphic presentations and managing
the associated data in an organized manner. The model is
less prone to errors and disarray owing to the parametric
constraints. Moreover, it allows for accurate and consistent
visualizations and presentations of a design in any phase
of the process. The assembly data makes it possible to
analyze environmental, financial and life cycle aspects of a
design in an early stage of a project. It also mitigates quality
control, enables clash detection between design disciplines
21

11. Eastman et al. 2011:
pp. 15-16
12. Eastman et al. 2011: p.
37, pp. 46-49

and provides a standardized way of sharing information
about a project between different parties. Ideally, the BIM
model from the design phase of a project would then be
formatted and delivered to assist in facility and real estate
management, providing information of the composition of
the building and its equipment in case reparations or spare
parts are needed.[13]
BIM tools have been available since the late 1980’s when
Graphisoft’s ArchiCAD software was first launched. It was
the first building design program that could handle both
2D and 3D representations of the model and include other
capabilities that later became fundamental to BIM. More
tools became available in the early 1990’s, and since the
turn of the millennium, BIM has gradually taken over as the
medium of choice in the field of architectural design. It is
specifically required by most professional developers, who
also provide their own guidelines for BIM model creation
and management[14]. Several organizations in numerous
North American and European countries have provided their
national general guidelines for BIM practice as well. Current
architectural BIM software products available in addition to
ArchiCAD include Vectorworks Architect, Bentley MicroStation, and the current market leader, Autodesk’s Revit system
which will be covered in more detail in later chapters.

13. YTV 2012: c. 1 p. 2
14. Eastman et al. 2011:
pp. 351-352

In recent years, specific aspects of data linked to BIM models
have been highlighted with the introduction of the concepts
4D, 5D and 6D BIM. 4D BIM refers to the 3D model being
accompanied with data associated with the phasing of the
construction process, or more broadly, the entire timeline
of the building’s life cycle. The fifth dimension indicates
financial information contained in the model, such as the
cost of building components. Finally, 6D BIM addresses the
data associated with life cycle management, such as maintenance intervals, user manuals and warranty statements of
building equipment. This development illustrates the ongoing paradigm shift from CAD to BIM, as it is becoming clear
that the associated information plays a bigger role in the
process than the graphical representation of the geometry.
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2.1.3

Virtual Design and Construction

The adoption of BIM in the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry has created demands for strategic planning and monitoring of digital design and management efforts. The inclusion and integration of multiple
design teams from different disciplines with their distinct
modeling tools is a potential origin of issues regarding interaction, compatibility and data exchange. A solution is proposed by John Kunz and Martin Fischer (2012) of Stanford
University in the form of Virtual Design and Construction
(VDC). The essential objective of creating a VDC strategy is
to predict, control and increase the performance of a virtual
construction process and to better identify the financial,
temporal, technological and human resources required.
Essentially VDC refers to the coordinated management of
all virtual (computer-based) aspects of a building project.
Traditionally social interaction between different parties of
a design group has been required through regular meetings
in person or online. This generates costs and delays to the
process. By forecasting the potential sources of issues and
considering them in the planning of the digital efforts of a
project, the process may be streamlined significantly. In
practice, a VDC strategy consists of plans and agreements
regarding the digital workflow of a project. Plans must be
made on the formatting and delivery of project data to ensure
compatibility between systems used by different disciplines.
Thereby software choices of designers are dictated by the
VDC strategy. The mediums of interaction and exchange of
information have to clear and familiar to all stakeholders
of a project. Moreover, a comprehensive VDC strategy considers the competency required to efficiently perform the
required design tasks of a given project, informing possible
training, recruitment or procurement needs.[15]
Kunz and Fischer (2012) divide a VDC process into three
phases. The first one, Visualization and Metrics, encompasses the core operations of BIM as described above. In
this phase, the graphic representation of a project is created
according to agreed guidelines, and the process and the
designs are monitored and analyzed based on predefined
23

15. Kunz & Fischer 2012:
p. 1, 3

metrics. The second phase is Integration, which refers to
the data computer-based exchange of information between
the participants. Models created by different design teams
are compared and combined in a prearranged way. The
third phase is automation, where routine design tasks are
performed automatically to release resources to focus on
design operations with more incremental value. This phase
is the most demanding to implement, often requiring fundamental shift of practice in the participating organizations.[16]

2.2

Algorithmic Design

With construction projects and their design processes
becoming increasingly more complex, a demand has arisen
to be able to control and evaluate the designs more accurately beginning in an early stage of the design process.
Simultaneously, under the pressure of a global market
economy, urbanization escalating the price of land in prime
areas, and ever more demanding building regulations, the
construction of buildings is becoming increasingly more
expensive. Additionally, the assignments of architectural
design are seldom constructed in a way where a direct path
to an optimal solution can be established[17]. Requirements
of several groups of users combined with regulations set by
authorities, environmental demands and aesthetic objectives among other necessities create complex problems
whose solution cannot necessarily be foreseen.

16. Kunz & Fischer 2012:
pp. 4-5
17. Terzidis 2006: p. 37
18. Terzidis 2003: p. 67
19. Terzidis 2006: p. 42

Traditionally, architecture is seen as an art rather than a
science, and the way to address these problems has been
to rely on individual ingenuity[18][19]. Design decisions are
based on the creativity, experience and subjective opinion
of one or several talented individuals. It promotes disregard of objective criteria to evaluate the performance of a
design proposition, putting the designer or team of designers in a position to influence how design is perceived, and
gives them authority over the stakeholders of a project. This
approach has been held in high regard traditionally, and still
is by many schools of thought. However, while this lack of
objectivity allows the design party to exercise their creativity and vision more freely, it might also cause incapacitating
24

responsibility and fear of failure, which can paradoxically
lead to a more conservative result in the end. On the contrary, there is advocacy of a methodical approach to designing, where intuition is replaced by an adherence to a set
of rules.[20] Such attempts include for example the Modulor
set of proportions based on the human body, created by the
Swiss-French architect Le Corbusier, and the Finnish Betonielementtistandardi, a nationwide standardized system of
prefabricated concrete elements.
The complex, contradicting objectives expected to be met
by the design proposition mean that a significant number of
iterations of design options must be generated, compared
and evaluated before they are implemented. Such a process
is very time-consuming and labor-intensive, but the lack
of objective metrics to review results still casts a shadow
over its credibility. BIM and VDC are attempts at addressing
this issue, but their full potential has not yet been reached.
Most of the design decisions still happen in the brain of
the designer and are then translated to a digital representation. The arithmetic and logic potential of the computer is
not fully exploited. Moreover, the translation of a vision to
digital form is highly dependent on the tools used, and the
influence of the chosen tools can be told from the design[21],
sometimes to a point where a trained eye can tell which
software has been used in the creation and documentation of an actualized design. In specific, the most commonly
used BIM tools are very limited in their abilities in geometric form-finding and imported non-native geometry usually
cannot be assigned BIM properties. Either way, an essential aspect of the effort is lost: either the design vision is
watered down, or the design process and life cycle management of the project is made unnecessarily challenging by
introducing geometry without data content.
During a bit over the last decade, a potential way to address
these issues has been proposed in the form of what is called
generative design, parametric design or algorithmic design
among other names. It represents a shift from digitally exhibiting and documenting manually created designs to utilizing
the capabilities of computer programming in form-finding
and data management.[22] This is attained through the cre25
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ation of logical algorithms in a programming language or
with a visual programming tool. The approach to the subject presented in this thesis advocates the use of the term
algorithmic design or algorithms-aided design. This is due
to parametric design arguably being a broader definition:
All BIM platforms as well as many CAD tools allow users
to create parametric relationships between objects without
resorting to programming. Furthermore, generative design
suggests an approach where something is reproduced or
populated, which doesn’t encompass the potential capabilities of this method. Thus, algorithmic design gives the
clearest idea of an algorithmically driven manner to address
a complex problem, and will be used throughout the rest of
this thesis.
2.2.1

Parameters & Algorithms

The origin of the word parameter is in the Greek para metron
for a measure that’s used in place of or besides another,
to replace it or determine it. When applied in CAD environment, a parameter usually refers to “a variable term in
equations that determine other values”[23]. Parameters are
measures, whose values can fluctuate within given ranges,
and changes to which enable rapid explorations of the associated design.[23]

23. Jabi 2013: p. 11
24. Terzidis 2006: p. XV

The word algorithm, on the other hand, can be traced back
to an 8th century Persian mathematician by the name
Al-Khwarizmi. An algorithm is an organized, predefined way
to address a problem in a finite number of steps.[24] It can
serve as a strategic manner to solve a known problem or
as a way of exploring possible solutions to an ill-defined
problem. In a nutshell, an algorithm can be divided to three
fundamental factors: input, processing and output. An algorithm is a rational and consistent procedure, whose steps
can be traced back, evaluated and reused on demand. A
common example of a mundane algorithm is a cooking
recipe. The ingredients of the dish are the inputs of the
algorithm. The ingredients are then processed in predefined
steps to achieve the desired output in the form of a delicious meal.
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Figure 2.1. A flowchart illustrating an algorithm to bake an apple pie, arranged
like a visual design algorithm. The baker may adjust the number of servings and
optimize the texture of the pie by altering baking time and temperature. In this
case, the ingredients and their proportions are predefined. The operations to
create a mix of dry ingredients and to prepare pie dough may be detached and
reused elsewhere.

A cooking recipe has many of the characteristics that a
design algorithm has, or at least should have ideally. By
varying the input values, which are the amounts and proportions of the ingredients, it’s possible to create a larger
portion or new versions of the dish. By converting the constant independent inputs of baking time and temperature to
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variables within a given range, one can optimize the color
of the crust and the texture of the dough based on these
parameters. Parts of the algorithm can be detached and
used separately to perform similar tasks in different recipes. With enough abstraction, a library of algorithms for the
processing of various ingredients in various manners can
be created to not only redo old recipes, but to explore new
ways to put out hunger.

25. Terzidis 2006: p. 39
26. The Dynamo Primer:
c. 1.1.

Using algorithms per se is nothing new in architecture.
The word algorithm itself carries a connotation associated
with computer science, but the use of rules, instructions
and planned procedures is characteristic to architectural
practice prior to and beyond digital design.[25] From building regulations to module grids, architectural projects are
constrained and defined by rules and parameters. Visual,
systemic, or geometric relationships are often established
between parts of a design, and step-by-step sequences of
actions are required to turn vision into reality[26].

Figure 2.2. Geometric rules have been a driving force in architecture since the
ancient times. A visualization of the golden ratio as displayed in the west elevation of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece.
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2.2.2

Origins and Development

The limitations inflicted by the basic user interfaces and
built-in object classes of design software have bothered
advanced users since these tools first became available.
Many of the programs provide access to an application programming interface (API) to give the user more options to
automate repeating tasks, enhance and supplement existing tools as well as create new ones, and apply the solutions to any appropriate situation. For instance, Autodesk’s
3ds Max software comes with a built-in scripting language,
MAXScript, for the user to create their own plugins and have
parametric control over the 3D geometry created in the program. A comparable feature is included in McNeel’s Rhinoceros 3D (Rhino) CAD software, where the Rhinoscript
language gives the user similar capabilities. In building
information modeling, Autodesk’s Revit software provides
the user with a highly accessible built-in environment to
create and modify their own parametrically defined object
families, as well as an API where sets of commands, functions and procedures called macros can be scripted using
four different programming languages.
Using algorithmic logic in architectural modeling introduces
a way to create and manipulate designs and data structures
in a rational, organized and systemic manner[27]. A design
algorithm provides a way to set up a procedure to systematically iterate over design options based on a predefined set
of rules, and evaluate them with respect to certain criteria.
An algorithmic model can be dynamically modified by changing the values of input parameters, as opposed to a static
CAD drawing which needs to be partly or entirely redrawn
in case of changes to the design. According to Jabi[28], a
parametrically driven model is “wired – almost as a string
puppet would be.” This gives the designer an opportunity to
significantly accelerate the process of iterating over design
options and to optimize them according to chosen outputs.
Thereby it also provides access to objective metrics to evaluate options and justify decisions.
Traditional methods to solve architectural problems are
usually highly specific to the project at hand and cannot be
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reused in further projects as such. Algorithmic design introduces a new level of generality and abstraction[29]. Careful
consideration during the development of a design algorithm
enables the creation of design tools that can be applied to
any projects that share common characteristics. While the
initial creation of a design algorithm may take longer than
traditional solving of the problem at hand, it will pay off in
further explorations of the matter and in future projects
where similar exploration is needed. Hence, it is possible to
create a library of algorithms to address any kind of situation where multiple iterations, numerically optimal solutions
or designs beyond the capabilities of the basic software are
required.
2.2.3

Visual Programming

Algorithmic design through API’s and built-in scripting languages has been reserved to professional programmers
with extensive knowledge of coding, or very advanced users
who have the competency and time to acquire the necessary
skills to benefit from text-based algorithmic modeling. The
problem with the former is that the programmers seldom
have profound understanding of the design procedures to
proactively propose algorithmic solutions beyond the fulfillment of the demands that the designer is able to indicate.
The latter case on the other hand is quite rare, since the
nature of design work keeps designers busy with solving
problems in the projects at hand through more traditional
methods, instead of seeking new competencies and learning scripting at an advanced level.

29. Woodbury 2010: pp.
30-31
30. Woodbury 2010: p. 9

Consequently, Woodbury[30] argues that most users of
parametric modeling are “amateur programmers (…) in
its complimentary sense, describing one who has skill and
expertise in an area, but who lacks formal education in it.”
The programs created by design professionals often end up
being clunky and inflexible in addition to lacking generality
and abstraction. These concerns pushed the introduction
of visual programming, a novel way of generating scripts
through the use of a graphical interface, into architectural modeling. This concept was first formulated by Bent30

1.

Begin with a rectangular paper. Orient it vertically. Fold the bottom half up
to the top.

2.

Fold the bottom right corner over to the left corner and make a crease.
Open it back up. Using the crease as a guide, fold the left and right bottom
corners up and to the middle. Flatten the folded pieces down.

3.

Fold one layer from the bottom up along the bottom of the front flaps. Flip
the paper over to the other side. Fold the bottom edge up in the same way.

4.

Open the bottom of the model. Look at the corners.

5.

Flatten and then insert the overlapping flap on the left underneath the right
section. Flatten it out. Fold one layer up to the top. Flip it and repeat.

6.

Open the bottom of the model.

7.

Pull apart the left and right flaps.

8.

Open it slightly. The triangle in the middle depicts a sail.

9.

You’re done!

Figure 2.3. An algorithm to fold an origami boat, expressed in both graphical and
textual form. Similarly, visual programming offers a graphics-based alternative to
text-based programming. Origami example idea from the Dynamo Primer.

ley Systems with Generative Components (GC) in 2003. It
introduced an interface where algorithms were formalized
to resemble flowcharts, which are commonly used to illustrate algorithms. Input parameters, functions and operations as well as outputs are represented as nodes which are
connected by links to control and direct dataflow through
the algorithm. A similar approach was further developed
starting in 2007 by programmer David Rutten at McNeel &
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Associates to complement Rhino[31]. Initially called Explicit
History, a name which accurately describes the nature of a
visual algorithm, the plugin was later renamed Grasshopper
in further versions. Grasshopper has since become massively popular and in the field of architectural design, the
name is often used almost as synonymous to the concepts
of parametric and algorithmic design. In BIM environments,
Graphisoft has concentrated on a dynamic link between
Grasshopper and ArchiCAD, while Bentley delivers GC as a
built-in plugin of their BIM product line. Autodesk has created their own visual script editor for Revit as well, called
Dynamo. Grasshopper and Dynamo will be addressed in
more detail further on in this thesis.
In essence, the process of visual programming doesn’t differ
from that of text-based programming. The same framework
of formalization is utilized for both, but instead of syntactically formatted text inputs, graphical objects and connections between them are used[32]. The aim of the visual editors
is to allow development of script without any knowledge of
programming[31]. It is comparable to the introduction of the
PC decades earlier, which allowed the designers to operate
CAD software themselves without specific CAD operators.
Similarly, visual programming seeks to empower designers
with an ability to expand the capabilities of their tools.

31. Tedeschi 2010: p. 12
32. The Dynamo Primer:
c. 1.1
33. Woodbury 2010: pp.
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34. Woodbury 2010: p. 28

A visual program is a directed graph, where data flows
downstream from independent nodes to dependent ones.
The data as well as the operations imposed to it are contained in nodes, which are connected by links.[33] In essence,
a node containing a function or an operation is an algorithm
in itself, and the complete graph is a sequence of algorithms.
A significant advantage with the graph-based approach,
over even competent textual scripting, is that all parts of the
definition including their mutual dependencies and hierarchies are explicitly visible in the graph. Therefore, it is easy
to keep track of the logic and practicality of the script as well
as trace and address issues and errors in it. It is encouraged
to group and organize nodes by the operation they are performing to better perceive the entity and to facilitate modifications, especially if done by other users than the original
author[34]. An important feature of visual programming is
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combining or condensing several nodes into a single one[35].
This allows for efficient abstraction and reuse of operations,
if similar procedures are needed elsewhere. Custom nodes
can be named, packaged and then distributed internally, or
through online channels maintained by software suppliers
and user communities.
2.2.4

Optimization with Genetic Algorithms

The demand for objective criteria to evaluate design options
is a difficult one to satisfy by means of traditional architectural design process. The tendency to rely upon individual
expertise and the complexity of many architectural design
problems pose challenges in making decisions and explaining chosen solutions. Simultaneously, the quantity, quality
and availability of for example financial, environmental,
demographic and topographic information is increasing and
provides more exact metrics. Consequently, the use of this
information is encouraged, expected or even required, and
design decisions should be evaluated based on numeric criteria. Accurate use of the available data by manual means is
slow, difficult or sometimes impossible. Numerous iterations
must be created with great effort to ensure the quality of the
design, and even then, the metrics are rough estimations at
best. Basic BIM software provides means to measure and
document performance but is generally not capable of automatically altering the design based on the data.
One of the most important benefits of algorithmic design and
visual programming is allowing users to set up algorithms
to improve the performance of their designs based on certain objective criteria. To iterate means cycling through or
repeating a set of steps, creating variation on each cycle[36].
Creating countless drafts, scale models or digital 3D models
is very time-consuming and labor-intensive. Still, almost
invariably the number of iterations created manually will
remain too low to give objectively reliable results. Algorithmic design provides ways of harnessing the computational
power of a computer to creating these iterations. The computer can cycle through thousands of iterations quickly and
display evaluation data based on chosen criteria. Obviously,
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to effectively use optimization algorithms a basic design
idea and insight on desired performance are required.
Mathematical optimization is a large and well-defined area
of applied mathematics far beyond the scope of this thesis.
The focus here is on practical implementations within the
framework of algorithmic design and visual programming.
The most commonly used method of optimization in this
field is a genetic algorithm. A genetic algorithm applies the
concepts of natural selection and evolution to optimization
problems. Alander[37] describes the phasing of a genetic
algorithm as follows:
1. Create a random or constrained set of members
(population)
2. Selection: Eliminate weakest members

3. Combination: Combine solutions randomly (crossover)
and add randomness if necessary (mutation)
4. Recursion: Return to step 2 to create a new generation.

Recombinating parameters of the solutions is replicates
reproduction: two combinations of parameters, the parents, are randomly picked from the population, and random
parameters are exchanged between the two to create two
new solutions to be added to the population if fit. However,
the selection gradually eliminates all options except the
best one so far, which causes a termination of the algorithm
in a local optimum. This is addressed by applying mutation
to the gene pool by randomly changing parameter values.
The probability of mutation must be suitably low to avoid
elimination of viable solutions.[38]

37. Alander 2006: p. 19
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The fitness of the individual solutions is evaluated by a
fitness function, which can be anything from a simple
arithmetic operation to a complex program in itself. In the
practice of visual programming, the fitness function can be
described as a graph within a graph. As described earlier,
a fitness function can be condensed to a custom node if it
has potential for reuse. The most unfit members are eliminated from the population according to the fitness function
to narrow down the solution space. The proportion of better
members to proceed to reproduction is usually determined
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by a percentage of the population. The main advantage of
a genetic algorithm is its generality: it may be applied to
any kind of optimization problem. Moreover, it has the ability
to find a good solution even in a complex, multi-objective
problem. The main disadvantage is time-consumption, as a
genetic algorithm recalculates the fitness function for each
solution. This aspect, however, is strongly dependent on the
complexity of the fitness function.[39]
2.2.5

Current Practice

Parametric modeling has been used in manufacturing industry to apply design, engineering and manufacturing rules to
models of products to ensure that they follow the framework
set for a product family. The performance of the product
may be evaluated and optimized based on certain criteria
before the launch of the product.[40] Modern BIM practice
presents similar opportunities to architectural design, but
personal experience in several Finnish architecture offices
suggests that there is a lack of competence in the field in
exploiting even the basic parametric capabilities of BIM
software. Geometric or dimensional rules are rarely set up
in the project environment. The use of parametrically driven
object families is relatively well understood, but their creation is not. Some advanced architectural practices set up
their project templates in a way that they are constrained
by rules and guidelines, but it is not yet common practice.
Consequently, algorithmic design is even less understood
and utilized in commonplace architectural design work in
Finland. A round of inquiries to Finnish BIM consulting
offices in early spring 2019 revealed that algorithmic design
is not used regularly. Some of the people contacted were
not even familiar with the concept and hadn’t considered
its use. There are individual designers in certain engineering and architectural offices who possess the required
skills to benefit from algorithmic design. In infrastructure
engineering BIM projects, algorithms are used to generate repeating patterns of objects and to optimize structural
qualities of assemblies. They are also used in importing,
reading, formatting and exporting of non-native data into
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the BIM model. In architectural practice, the use of algorithmic design is mostly limited to form-finding when flowing,
irregular surfaces are required, and the data-management
capabilities of algorithms are not capitalized on. Most architectural offices do not have the skillset to use algorithmic
design in-house if necessary, and the few cases are handled
by a couple of consulting firms specializing on the subject.
Training in algorithmic design for architecture is not readily available in Finland. Software dealers marketing Rhino
and Revit in Finland do not offer training in the use of their
respective visual programming plugins, Grasshopper and
Dynamo. One-off opportunities to take part in workshops
taught by foreign professionals have existed, but regular
classes are not commercially available. In all three of the
universities offering a master’s program in architecture in
Finland, an introductory course to Rhino and Grasshopper
is available. However, such courses are but a scratch on
the surface of the subject and algorithmic design is not
yet included in the otherwise good BIM training available
in the universities. Therefore, in order to excel in algorithmic design, a significant personal interest and proactive
research and practice are required.
Anyhow, the increased form-finding and documentation
capacities of algorithmic design over traditional CAD has
permitted the realization of some spectacular architectural projects around the world. Here are a few well-known
examples.
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Figure 2.4. The main concert hall of the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, Germany
features 10,000 unique acoustic panels covering the interior walls, ceilings and
railings. The panels were algorithmically designed by Benjamin Koren in co-operation with architectural designers from Herzog & de Meuron and acoustics
expert Yasuhisa Toyota to ensure an optimal sound quality at every seat of the
hall. A software plugin for Rhino was written specifically for this purpose in the
Visual Basic programming language to control the creation of NURBS surfaces
representing each of the panels. The plugin was further utilized to organize and
document the panels for manufacturing purposes.[41]

41. Koren 2017: p. 4
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Figure 2.5. The Museum of the History of Polish Jews in Warsaw, Poland, was
designed by Lahdelma & Mahlamäki Architects following a competition victory in
2005 and completed in 2014. The museum features a 70-metre long entrance
hall with organically flowing shotcrete walls resembling a canyon. The structure
and the surface of the wall was deisgned and optimized algorthmically by Markus
Wikar from Geometria Architecture Ltd. Algorithms were used in all phases of
the design to generate and analyze geometry and to produce necessary data for
procurement and manufacturing.[42]
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Figure 2.6. The Centre Pompidou in Metz, France is an establishment for art exhibitions and activities designed by Shigeru Ban Architects, with structural design
conducted by Arup Group. Shigeru Ban got the inspiration for the roof shape and
structure from a woven Chinese straw hat. Algorithmic modeling methods were
used by engineers at Arup to design and optimize the glu-lam structure supporting the polycarbonate roof. As no appropriate general-purpose algorithmic design
software was available when the process was begun (May 2004), an in-house
software tool at Arup called GSA2 was used. Individual beam shapes were output
from the algorithm to control CNC fabrication of beams from straight glu-lam
profiles.[43]

The lack of familiarity with the concept of algorithmic design
in the field of architecture in Finland, contrasted with the
benefit it can potentially inflict, suggests that research on
the subject is required to study its possibilities as applied
to practice, and to inform concerned parties of the conclusions. A look into the coverage on algorithmic design in
domestic trade journals reveals that it’s perceived as something borderline mythical that will be common in the future
but is not currently relevant. The next chapter of this thesis
will describe a case study that was conducted to explore the
potential of algorithmic design in an architecturally relatively
commonplace project. The study also seeks to elaborate
on whether visual programming platforms actually make it
possible for a designer with no programming background to
efficiently utilize algorithms in their daily work.
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3

CASE STUDY

3.1

Background

The traditional procedure of urban development in Finland
follows a pattern where a plan for an area is devised by
municipal authorities, by designers employed at a municipal bureau or outsourced to a private practice. The Finnish
Land Use and Building Act (Maankäyttö- ja rakennuslaki)
sets numerous requirements and guidelines to consider
while composing a zoning plan, including but not limited
to rules to control a plan’s environmental, infrastructural,
business-related, traffic-related and aesthetic effects. The
system consists of four levels, of which the highest and most
generalized is the National Land Use Guidelines, which sets
nationwide objectives for planning considering sustainability, protection of biodiversity, conservation of cultural environments and supporting economic activity. The second
level down is the Regional Land Use Plan, which addresses
the same aspects as the National Land Use Guidelines
regionally and in more detail. It also adds requirements for
sustainable use of water and sufficient supply and maintenance of recreational areas. The second smallest scale
in the system are the Local Masterplans, which put more
detail into community structure, waste management, local
housing objectives in addition to the aspects covered on the
first two levels.[44]

44. Land Use and Building
Act: § 4-12
45. Land Use and Building
Act: § 4

The most local and detailed level of the planning system,
and the relevant one in this thesis, are the local zoning
plans which control development in the scale of neighborhoods and individual plots.[45] They’re intended to control
the sustainability; the communal, structural and aesthetic
integration; the total square meterage of construction; and
the distribution of functions in a planned area. They may
include highly detailed descriptions on the layout, massing,
materials, unit sizes and treatment of outdoor areas. Devising a zoning plan includes multiple stages on different levels
of municipal authority, and between each the plan must
be exhibited to all stakeholders and concerned parties for
them to give comments, notes and opinions on it. Required
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changes will be made on each level and after being accepted
by the municipal council, the plan will come into effect.
However, at any stage of planning all local inhabitants have
a right to complain about the plan, and the complaints must
be addressed by a court instance. This process can take
time up to several years, during which the development is
seized. The permitted building volume is then usually sold
to the highest bidding developer to implement the plan.[46]
While the procedure is important to maintain democracy and
transparency of the planning efforts and is quite effective in
making sure that all effects of the planned development are
taken into account, it is painfully slow. Frequently, a zoning
plan is already outdated when it comes into effect, and the
developer chosen to execute the plan must plan, apply for
and negotiate modifications to it to match current circumstances. Depending on the scope of the modifications, a
procedure almost as rigorous as with the original plan might
be required. For the above reasons, it is desirable for the
developer to be involved in a project since square one, so
that no vast modifications and re-planning are required at
any stage of the process. The potential developer can co-operate with authorities to evaluate and control the financial,
volumetric, brand-related and quality-related aspects of the
project to ensure it can be profitably executed as soon as
the plan is passed. Such an approach will fulfill the objectives of municipal planning but also consider the business
objectives of the developing partner.
3.1.1

Business and VDC Strategies of the Commissioner

This case study is commissioned by Bonava Suomi Oy, the
Finnish subsidiary of the multinational residential developer Bonava AB, based in Sweden and operating around
the Baltic Sea in the Nordic countries, St. Petersburg, Estonia, Latvia and Germany. The business objective of the
group is to be the leading developer of affordable housing
in Northern Europe. This objective is pursued with a strategy that includes, among other main topics, the initiatives
to increase differentiation from competition by developing
a recognizable and desirable brand, to improve efficiency
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in design and production by controlling and digitalizing processes, and to decrease procurement costs by multinational
integration.
The brand-related objectives demand high quality and
additional features from products, so no significant cost
reductions can be accomplished by adjusting the quality of
building parts and materials. However, procuring high-quality goods in higher quantities results in a decreased unit
price. To accomplish that, standardization of building products used must be taken into account during the entire
design process. Bonava equips designers with an extensive
library of BIM objects to be used in the projects. The objects
include everything from structural elements to furniture and
are well documented in terms of composition, configuration,
properties and cost. By using these objects, the financial
and quality-related effects of a project can be accurately
evaluated during the design process. Additionally, they have
influence in the creation of a favorable brand as they result
in a recognizable, signature outcome.
Another potential source of cost reduction is the design and
production process. Bonava has recruited a talented and
competent multi-disciplinary in-house design team to overlook and indulge in the process to ensure it meets corporate requirements. While third-party design consultants are
still hired, they work in close co-operation with the in-house
team. To streamline, accelerate and evaluate the digital
process, Bonava follows a VDC strategy composed under
the guidelines set by Kunz and Fischer (2012) of Stanford
University.

47. Kunz & Fischer 2012:
p. 4

The first stage of a VDC strategy, Visualization & Metrics
is targeted with carefully created project templates and
the use of standardized BIM objects mentioned above.
The second stage, Integration, is managed by employing
an integral software system by a single supplier. Bonava
uses Autodesk’s 5D BIM product line, including Revit for
architectural, structural, electrical and HVAC design and
documentation, Sigma for cost calculations, 3ds Max for
visualizations and BIM 360 for project management.[47]
This thesis is a part of ongoing efforts to execute the third
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stage of VDC strategy, Automation, at Bonava. While a lot
of laudable work has been done in the creation of in-house
Revit plugins to assist designers in their daily work and in following corporate design guidelines, as well as in the formulation of textual algorithm scripts to handle multi-platform
software integration, there is still room for more automation
in the process. Circumstances relating to Finnish planning
laws cited above make it desirable for Bonava to be involved
in the planning process from an early stage. While the currently implemented VDC accomplishments at Bonava significantly streamline and equalize the later stages of design,
they offer no means to address early planning design stages.
This study was begun as an open-ended, local exploration of
the potential of algorithmic design at these circumstances,
with similar research going on in the group internationally.
The site of the case project is an industrial site located
within the Capital Region of Finland. It is occupied by a significant Finnish industrial company, whose manufacturing
activities located on the site will be moved elsewhere, while
administrational operations will remain. The company is
seeking a change in the zoning plan to convert the site from
industrial use to a mainly residential mixed-use area. They
have partnered with local authorities and Bonava to create
a plan for the composition of about 100 000 square meters
of residential space on the site in addition to new office
spaces for their remaining operations. The surrounding area
is mostly industrial and commercial but will be served by
future additions to the regional metro rail system. Thus, the
area has high potential for future residential development
and a significant increase in density.
3.1.2

Utilization of Algorithmic Design

Initially there was no specific target for the utilization of
algorithmic modeling in the design process – the goal was
to explore their potential in different tasks. However, many
small weaknesses and absences of features in the basic
UI of Revit, which are obvious opportunities for algorithmic
solutions, were already addressed by professionally developed in-house software plugins. Similarly, multi-platform
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file format integration, for which algorithmic modeling provides potential solutions, was already handled by text-based
scripts applied automatically. Only quite late in the process
the definite problems to be addressed by algorithmic design
were discovered.
At first, explorations were directed towards the import of
non-native environmental, surveying and official information. Statistical and surveying information for the area is
available in GIS (Geographical Information System) file formats. In Revit’s basic UI it is not possible to import these
files, so it was attempted to migrate them into a BIM environment using an algorithm. Similar attempts were made to
import AutoCAD files supplied by the authorities to automatically generate building masses based in their content.
Moreover, the imported information was supposed to be
used in algorithmic exploration of site division and layout
options.
The initial explorations were discontinued due to various
reasons that will be covered in more detail in further chapters of this thesis. More relevant uses for algorithmic modeling were sought after in the most time-consuming tasks
included in the process. To consider the demands of all
parties of the three-way partnership involved in the project, numerous design options and iterations are required
to be assessed. As stated in earlier chapters, their manual
creation is very time-consuming and labor-intensive. Even
so, their evaluation and improvements are based on subjective opinion and inaccurate metrics with no knowledge
whether a more optimal solution exists. At Bonava Suomi,
an additional level of standardization is under development
to complement the corporation-wide standardized building parts: Model floor plans are being developed to ensure
the quality and cost-effectiveness of the most commonly
occurring building typologies. An algorithm could possibly
optimize the composition of model floor plans within the
boundaries set by plan layout propositions in significantly
less time than would be required to do it manually. Another
common issue to be addressed in residential planning is the
development’s sunlighting circumstances. It is impossible
to manually attain an optimal distribution of building height
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in terms of minimizing shadows produced, so it could potentially be iterated computationally.
These two objectives were chosen in collaboration with
architectural designers employed in the project as well as
national VDC management of the company. They are based
on exact data in form of the dimensions of model floor plans
and climatic statistics recorded in the location. Ideally, a
design algorithm requires raw numerical data as an input
to operate upon to result in a clear numerical or geometric
measure as an output to represent the solution. The chosen
objectives predict exact and unambiguous solutions to their
respective parts in complex design problems, and thus
serve as prominent examples of the potential of algorithmic
modeling.

3.2

Hardware and Software Tools

3.2.1

Hardware

Algorithmic modeling, optimization algorithms in particular,
require a lot of computing power to run efficiently. One of
the fundamental aims of this study, however, is to find out
whether design algorithms can be an efficient addition to the
average designer’s digital toolbox. For that reason, the algorithms were created and run on a standard CAD-oriented
mobile workstation whose primary components include:
•

Intel Core i7-4800MQ central processing unit, 4 cores at 2.7 GHz

•

2 GB of DDR4-SDRAM memory

•

Nvidia Quadro K2100M graphics processing unit

•

256 GB SSD hard drive

•

Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise 64-bit operating system

The performance and time-consumption referenced in this
study have been reached with the above configuration and
must be assessed accordingly. A very powerful purpose-built
computer, a cloud-computing solution or such approaches
might enable higher performance, while a less powerful
workstation might not be able to execute the algorithms in
the first place.
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3.2.2

Revit, Dynamo and Refinery

Revit is a multi-disciplinary BIM software application, developed and marketed by the multinational American software
corporation Autodesk. Revit utilizes a database approach
where all 3D, 2D, drawing and schedule views are generated and updated according to a single database to support
intuitive, parametrically driven modeling of architectural,
structural, electrical and HVAC designs, as well as parametric object families, through a graphical interface. Revit was
originally developed by a team led by Dr. Irwin Jungreis and
Leonid Raiz who had previously worked on the first parametric CAD software, Pro/ENGINEER at PTC and subsequently founded Revit Technology Corporation. The name
of the software is an abbreviation of Revise It to emphasize the ease of revising designs owing to the parametric
behavior of objects and dependencies between them. It
was first released in 2000. Revit Technology Corporation
was acquired by Autodesk in 2002 and Revit became the
headliner of Autodesk’s architectural design product line. It
has since then evolved into the multidisciplinary BIM tool it
is today and the market leader in the field of architectural
design.[48][49]

48. Jungreis 2017
49. Eastman et al. 2011:
pp. 77-79
50. Autodesk Knowledge
Network
51. Eastman et al. 2011:
p. 70

According to Autodesk, “Revit is a design and documentation platform that supports the design, drawings, and
schedules required for building information modeling (BIM).
BIM delivers information about project design, scope, quantities and phases when you need it.” As a designer works
on a project, information is gathered to the virtual building
model and distributed across all graphical representations
of the design. Countless parametric features are based on
the behavior of built-in object families and users can set
up additional dependencies themselves. Revit is a 4D BIM
software in the sense that it has the capability to handle
and document project phasing, and it allows worksharing
between several designers.[50][51]
Eastman et al.[48] argue that while Revit is a strong and
intuitive program with excellent drawing production tools,
many designers wish to explore form-finding beyond what
is allowed by the behavior of built-in object families. More48

Figure 3.1. The basic user interface of Revit as configured by the author. The
drawing area displaying the active view is in the middle. On the top of the window
are located the file tab and the quick access toolbar. On the left is the object
properties palette, which allows manipulation of object parameters. On the left
is the Project Browser, where all views, schedules, drawing sheets and object
families in the project can be accessed.

over, Revit builds an extensive database of information on
the virtual building model and its elements, all of which is
not accessible in the basic UI. While the whole database
is accessible through the API with sufficient programming
knowledge, it does not expand the geometry creation capabilities of Revit. These concerns prompted Autodesk to
develop a visual programming tool to empower designers
with more access and control to the model without having
to learn coding, and a tool called Dynamo was first made
available as a stable release in 2013.[52]
Dynamo first started as an add-in for Revit but is now available as a stand-alone “Sandbox” application as well. It is
a visual programming tool equipped with a wide variety of
nodes to create applications for data processing, geometry generation and other demands.[53] A growing supply of
custom node libraries for various uses are available online,
developed by a thriving community of users and developers
from professional and amateur backgrounds. Support, feedback and discussion are available on dedicated message
boards, and novel implementations are published on various blogs. Dynamo utilizes a built-in programming language
called DesignScript for geometry generation and manipulation. The basic delivery includes various nodes to convert
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c. 8.1
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Revit geometry into DesignScript and vice versa to implement Dynamo geometry in the BIM model. Dynamo owes
the basic layout of its UI to McNeel & Associates’ Grasshopper software, which will be discussed in more detail further
on.

Figure 3.2. The user interface of Dynamo. The drawing area displays a simple
algorithm consisting of nodes and links, called wires, between them. On top are
the file tab and the quick access toolbar. Nodes are added from the left, where
the categories of the built-in node library and installed custom node packages are
listed. The algorithm is run from the bottom left corner.

*A beta release refers to
an experimental version of
a piece of software whose
features are relatively
complete, but significant
bugs may still exist.

The basic node package delivered with Dynamo does not
include optimization tools. Two custom packages are available. The first one, Optimo, is relatively well documented
with sample files and tutorials available, and documentation on implementations by Dynamo users can be studied
on several blogs and Dynamo message boards. However,
the package hasn’t been updated since February 2015 and
its compatibility with the several upgraded versions of Revit
and Dynamo released since then is not guaranteed. Moreover, the author hasn’t replied to support requests online
since then. Its use is somewhat complicated and does not
promote easy deployment. The other one, MOPSO (Multi
Objective Particle Swarm Optimization), was apparently
created for a research paper and lacks documentation,
instructions and tutorials, which makes it very difficult to
get acquainted with. During the development for this study,
a public beta* of a multi-objective evolutionary solver called
Project Refinery was made available for Dynamo users, and
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was subsequently used for the execution of the rest of this
case study. Refinery has a highly developed, easily adoptable graphical user interface and is capable of processing
multiple types of optimization problems with one or several
objectives.

Figure 3.2. The user interface of Refinery. On the left is a list of previously run
optimization studies. The main window displays the optimal solution, or in case of
multiple objectives, options to further evaluate. The graphs and statistics can be
displayed in several formats.

Revit has been chosen by Bonava to be the group’s primary
cross-disciplinary design and BIM platform to ensure compatibility and integration as required in the VDC strategy.
For that reason, the main objective of this study is to create
design algorithms to be used in the Revit environment. Consequently, Dynamo is the primary algorithm editor utilized.
Dynamo is currently delivered as a built-in plugin for Revit,
but its updates must be downloaded and installed separately. The versions of the above software used in this case
study are Revit 2019.2; Dynamo 2.0.2; and Refinery 0.4.4.
3.2.3

Rhinoceros and Grasshopper

Rhinoceros 3D (Rhino) is a 3D computer graphics and
CAD software developed by the American company Robert
McNeel & Associates. Its development started as a NURBS
manipulation add-in for AutoCAD in the early 1990’s, but
later evolved into a separate product, first launched as
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a stable release in October 1998.[54] As the origins of the
program suggest, Rhino geometry is based on the NURBS
mathematical model pioneered by Pierre Bézier, and consequently the software excels in the management of freeform
geometry. For that reason it has become popular in product design, industrial design, graphic design and architectural design, where it is used especially when organic,
freely flowing surfaces are desired. However, the basic UI of
Rhino does not support the creation of parametric rules and
dependencies. An algorithmic approach to form-finding can
be undertaken via Rhino’s built-in programming language,
Rhinoscript, or more recently, a visual programming platform named Grasshopper.

54. McNeel Wiki
55. Tedeschi 2012: p. 12

User requirements for rule-based design motivated McNeel
& Associates to develop a visual programming platform to
allow the use of algorithmic logic in Rhino modeling. A visual
scripting language and the graphical interface to access
it were developed by programmer David Rutten and first
released in 2007.[55] Grasshopper has since become massively popular among the design community in architecture
and beyond, with a significant proportion of Rhino users,
including yours truly, only using Rhino in conjunction with
Grasshopper. The basic delivery of Grasshopper includes
a robust library of nodes for data input, manipulation and
formatting; creation and transformation of vector, curve,
NURBS and mesh geometries; an evolutionary solver called
Galapagos for optimization problems; and customizable display of related data, statistics and prototypes. An active user
community exists online to provide assistance and feedback
in the development and trouble-shooting of algorithms,
and countless custom node packages are available online
developed by professionals and amateurs alike to enhance
Grasshopper with structural and environmental analysis
capabilities among numerous other features. The Grasshopper community promotes an open source approach to
applications, and for that reason most Grasshopper add-ins
are available free of charge for anyone who wants to test,
utilize and further develop them.
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Figure 3.3. The user interface of Grasshopper. The component palette is on top
below the file tab, with built-in and additional node categories organized in their
own tabs and accessed by graphic icons. A quick access toolbar including display
options is the next one down. The main drawing area displays an algorithm with
nodes connected by wires and organized into groups depending on the operation
they participate in.

In this study, Grasshopper is used as a reference platform
owing to the relative ease of use of Grasshopper compared
to Dynamo, and to the author having more experience on
this platform. In some cases, it is easier to work out the logic
needed in an algorithm in Grasshopper before migrating it
to Dynamo, to be able to test prototypes and confirm their
viability in a quicker manner. As a more complete product, it
will also serve as a baseline in comparison with Dynamo. A
more thorough summary of these matters will be provided in
the conclusions chapter. Grasshopper has been included in
the basic delivery of Rhinoceros since the release of Rhino
6. The versions of above software used in this case study
are Rhino 6 and Grasshopper 1.0.
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3.3

Discontinued Attempts

3.3.1

Importing AutoCAD, GIS and Point Cloud Data

The National Land Survey of Finland along with local planning authorities provide a lot of data in GIS formats, such
as the ESRI shape file (file extension .shp), as well as point
cloud data in formats which cannot be imported into Revit
via the basic UI. Autodesk offers a program called Recap
for manipulating point clouds and converting them to
Revit-compatible formats, but it’s not included in deliveries
of basic Revit software packages and consequently it is not
available to most users. Proprietary applications to import
GIS data into Revit don’t exist. Moreover, a lot of documentation is available in AutoCAD drawing (.dwg) format, which
can be imported into Revit natively. However, its utilization
and manipulation is limited in the basic UI. In Dynamo several custom node packages are available for the import and
processing of these files.
At first it was attempted to import, format and process
AutoCAD drawing data provided by municipal authorities
to automate massing layout and topography creation to be
used in further algorithms. This was planned to be achieved
by importing the drawing file in question to Dynamo and
picking lines according to the layer they are drawn on.
Unfortunately, importing AutoCAD geometry into Dynamo
proved more difficult than expected and was not considered
to be an advantage over the basic import feature in Revit.
Importing the file from its path to Dynamo with available
custom tools proved unreliable, while other options utilize
the DirectX interface of Windows to import geometry from
an active AutoCAD document. This was not held desirable
because as little work as possible was to be conducted
outside of Revit. Additionally, the formatting, layer names
and overall quality of the drawing files available vary widely,
which would require extensive customization of the algorithm depending on input files. This was considered counter-intuitive for a designer working on a project. For the above
reasons, an algorithmic approach wasn’t held to have an
advantage over a more traditional workflow of manipulation
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in AutoCAD and importing into Revit with basic features,
and development was discontinued. However, the attempt
demonstrated that data formatting and processing is of primary importance in the composition of a design algorithm.
GIS files contain local geographic, demographic, climatic and
traffic-related information in numeric and graphical form.
The utilization of the geographical data content to create
Revit topography objects was attempted in Dynamo using a
custom node package available to import ESRI shape files.
However, Revit topography objects cannot be created based
on contour curves as available in a shape file. A favorable
result could probably have been attained through creating
Dynamo geometry which would then have been converted
into a Revit topography. It was considered unnecessarily complex, though, as a sufficiently accurate and extensive representation of local geographical conditions can be
accomplished with native Revit features using other available data as input. Consequently, the progress was discontinued. Nonetheless, it was identified that GIS data can be
easily imported and processed in Dynamo, which might be
valuable in further exploration and implementation.
Another attempt at topography creation was done using
point cloud data provided by the National Land Survey of
Finland. Their point clouds are delivered in .laz file format,
while Revit accepts Recap’s native file formats .rcp and .rcs
for point cloud imports. Importing the .laz point clouds into
Dynamo worked fine, but the data, which is laser beamed
from the air, includes everything including buildings, trees
and the like besides the ground surface and consequently
does not create a favorable base topography for a project
model, especially if there are buildings to be demolished
in the project site. Additionally, the data is unnecessarily
detailed and large scaled which makes its processing computationally heavy and thus slow. As with the import of GIS
data, the native Revit workflow was considered superior.
After these initial attempts, focus was shifted from the formatting of project environment into more primary design
concerns as the case project developed further.
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3.3.2

Dividing Site into Plots and Generating Masses

Before the initiation of and concurrently with this study
another study was conducted within Bonava Group to
explore the potential of algorithmic modeling in the plot
division and layout of single-family housing development
sites. A similar approach was attempted here, applied to
multi-family midrise development. The algorithm was primarily developed in Grasshopper due to the availability
of a suitable custom node package, the DeCodingSpaces
Toolbox, created by a multi-disciplinary development team
consisting of researchers from the Bauhaus University of
Weimar, ETH Zurich, and the Austrian Institute of Technology, among others. It includes custom nodes for urban
planning and architecture applications. Unfortunately for
the case at hand, the urban planning features in DeCodingSpaces Toolbox focus on the analysis and processing of
data on the existing street network, which is not relevant for
the site of the case project, as the project aims for significant improvement in the character of the area and predicts
major development in surrounding areas as well. Therefore,
the current street layout and conditions adjacent to the site
are not a suitable basis for block layout options in this study,
as they will not remain.
Further exploration into the subject could have been done
by using environmental, dimensional and regulation-related
data as inputs to the algorithm. However, it was considered
practically impossible to objectively formulate architectural
quality and a sense of good urban environment into quantitative inputs to generate relevant solutions without using
artificial intelligence or machine learning. Further research
was predicted to easily expand beyond the intended scope
of this thesis, so it was abandoned. With that said, the
parallel research which took place within the group was
finished shortly before the completion of this thesis, with
promising results. Research on this subject is a potential
target of exploration in possible future practice. Moreover,
a parametric Adaptive Family object was created in Revit to
be used in conjunction with this algorithm. While the algorithm was abandoned, the object family was found useful
in later completed algorithms and will be described in more
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detail further in this study.
Simultaneously with these early attempts to apply algorithmic modeling, layout propositions for the case project were
created manually. The efforts regarding algorithms were
then directed into the analysis and improvement of these
initial designs, which proved to be a fruitful approach. The
results of these investigations are described below.

3.4

Linear Block Composition Optimization

3.4.1

Model Floor Plans

As mentioned earlier, the Finnish Bonava subsidiary is
developing a collection of model floor plans for several
typical typologies of midrise multi-family housing, to help
designers follow corporate guidelines and ensure the quality and profitability of the design. A suggestion was made
by a member of the case project’s design team to create
a script to optimize the composition of model instances as
applied to a site layout draft or a valid zoning plan, as finding an optimal composition manually would most probably
require lots of working hours. The idea was unanimously
considered potential by the design team and management.
Additionally, dimensions of the model floor plans and buildable areas in the plans are exact numeric measures and
therefore suitable inputs for an algorithm.
A linear block as conceived in Finland could be best
described by the Swedish word for the typology, skivhus for
“slice house”. A typical linear block can be divided into three
parts: a slice of dwellings on each side of a stairway slice.
Depending on the location of the dwelling slice in the composition, there are two main types: an end slice at the ends
of the block, with windows in three directions; and middle
slices, with windows in two directions, between stair slices
if multiple blocks are concatenated. Consequently, the possible variations for the composition of a block of three slices
are: End-stair-end in case only a single block is needed; an
“end block” (end-stair-middle) for the ends of multiple concatenated blocks; and a “middle block” (middle-stair-mid57

dle) to be situated between end blocks when multiple blocks
are concatenated. The resulting compositions of slices in a
complete block follow a pattern of end-stair-end, end-stairmiddle|middle-stair-end,
end-stair-middle|middle-stairmiddle|middle-stair-end and so forth.
END
SLICE

STAIR
SLICE

MIDDLE
SLICE

Figure 3.4. A typical linear block unit with two main view directions, with an end, a
middle and a stair slice.

*A block with one main
view direction is used
when noise, pollution,
climate conditions or such
factors make one of the
long sides of the block
significantly inferior to the
other. In such case, the
inferior side has less and/
or smaller windows and no
balconies. In a block with
two main view directions,
both sides are equal.

During the execution of this case study, variations of model
floor plans had been designed for linear blocks with one or
two main view directions,* and for tower blocks. For this
study, linear blocks with two main view directions were utilized, as it was considered the most favorable option by the
design team with architectural quality and profitability taken
into account. With this said, input values of the algorithm
may be modified easily to accommodate the dimensions of
model blocks with views in one direction. Tower blocks do
not concatenate, so they were left out of question here as
the idea is to optimize linear composition.
While there are several variations of dwelling distribution
for both end and middle blocks, there’s a limited number
of variations in terms of structural dimensions. As work on
the model floor plans is still ongoing during the writing of
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this thesis, major changes can be expected on the layout
variations. For that reason, structural dimensions were
used as inputs for the algorithm instead of layout variations.
Additionally, using simple numeric inputs such as dimensions made it easier to work out the logic of the algorithm
to create a working prototype, which can then be expanded
to take into account more information for more precise and
descriptive results. This will be further elaborated in the
assessment of the algorithm.
3.4.2

Structure of the Algorithm

Constant input
User input
Mathematical
operation
Geometric operation
Data formatting
Output

Figure 3.5. A flowchart illustrating the block composition optimization algorithm.
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Figure 3.6. The algorithm as displayed in Dynamo.

As described earlier in this thesis, an algorithm includes
three main components: input, processing, and output. The
constant input data for this algorithm includes structural
dimensions, i.e. the length and depth of the block variations, and a linear curve geometry to guide the placement
and length of block composition. The curve is to be picked
from, or drawn into, a file containing a site layout draft or a
legitimate zoning plan. Variable inputs, whose values will
be specified by a genetic optimization algorithm, are the
number of each block variation in a given composition.
Instead of Dynamo,
screenshots shown here
are taken from Grasshopper previews in Rhino
drawing area because
of their more articulate
appearance. The Dynamo
algorithm follows the same
pattern.

Figure 3.7. Guide curve picked from layout draft in Rhino view.

The first operation to be executed in the algorithm is to
pick the correct number of each variation to be used in the
composition. The lengths of the blocks are then multiplied
by their respective amounts and added together to find the
total length of blocks. This length is then subtracted from the
length of the guide curve. The absolute value of the result of
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this subtraction is a preliminary output for optimization purposes: It is to be minimized to find the composition of blocks
whose length most closely matches the length of the guide
curve. The optimization algorithm modifies the values of
variable inputs to find the optimal composition for the block.
Both genetic algorithm tools used in this study – Refinery
in Dynamo and Galapagos in Grasshopper – perceive the
fraction of the graph between the optimization inputs and
outputs to be the fitness function with no specific definition
required from the user.
The original result of the subtraction, along with the guide
curve geometry, then serves as the starting point to create
a linear curve parallel to the guide curve, but with the combined length of the blocks. Division points are created along
the curve to signify end blocks and to create the fraction of
the curve to be populated by middle blocks.

Figure 3.8. Extended curve with points designating end blocks. Input variables
have random initial values at this phase, hence the long curve.
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Parallel with the initial calculation of the total length of the
blocks, the utilized variations are instantiated, i.e. the blocks
are listed as instances instead of complete combinations.
This information is then used to create division points along
the fraction of the curve reserved for middle blocks. At this
point, an exception needs to be added to the algorithm in
case there are no middle blocks. The division points along
the curve are then offset by the value of the structural depth
input.

Figure 3.9. Complete block division along the curve and offset by structural depth.

The data structure of the points is then organized in a
manner where they can be used to create rectangles along
the guide curve. For rectangle creation, a base plane must
be set that matches the angle of the guide curve, as otherwise the rectangles would be created in the default XY
plane and thus their rotation would match the default X
and Y axes of the model’s coordinate system. The correctly
angled and composed rectangles are the final output of the
algorithm. They display the optimal block composition and
can be used for further massing studies.
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Figure 3.10. Rectangles illustrating block composition with random input values
before optimization.

Figure 3.11. Finished block composition with switched offset side after optimization. In this case, the length of the block is within one meter of the original length.
The same procedure can now be run with the rest of the linear block structures.
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3.4.3

Assessment of the Algorithm and its
Development Process

The block composition optimization algorithm was first created in Grasshopper because of the relative quickness of
prototyping its user interface permits compared to Dynamo,
to work out the required logic and geometry transformations
more easily. The biggest challenge in the creation of the
algorithm was to figure out how to ensure the placement of
end slices at the ends of the complete linear block.
At first it was attempted to use individual slices to compose
the block, by placing end slices at the ends of the block, followed by stair slices and middle slices inward, but two major
problems were encountered. Firstly, it would have required
a very complex assembly of nodes to ensure the realization
of the correct pattern of slices, where a stair slice occurs
every two middle slices and next to end slices; and secondly,
the slices would have had to be combined to blocks of one
stair slice and two apartment slices anyway to be useful for
massing extrusion later on.

*A custom node package
called LunchBox (version
2018.7.6), developed by
digital design consulting
agency Proving Ground,
was used in this algorithm.

Although the above approach would have given a more
detailed description of the resulting composition, the challenges faced endorsed a shift of focus towards using complete blocks of three slices. From then on it was a quite
straightforward combination of basic arithmetical and Cartesian operations to locate points along a curve. Data tree
manipulation was necessary to organize the specified points
to groups of four in the right order to enable creation of the
output rectangles. The migration to Dynamo was smooth:
Only a few custom nodes* were required to replicate Grasshopper operations, and a little more concise data management was necessary, but fundamentally the algorithms are
identical.
The algorithm turned out reliable, purposeful and simple
to use. In essence, the user only needs to draw or pick the
guide curve, to choose which side of the curve to place the
block and to run the optimization. The optimization cycle
takes less than a minute and the whole process probably
about three minutes per block once the user is familiar with
the Dynamo and Refinery interfaces. It can be argued that
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in a project such as the one used in this case study, where
there are multiple site layout design options, each including
several linear blocks, the reduction of time spent is measured in days. The operations are also fairly abstract and as
such can be easily implemented to other similar problems.
The algorithm was received with excitement by the design
team and project management at initial demonstrations.
A few major points of improvement were identified in the
initial assessment of the algorithm. A clear weakness of the
obtained result at this point is the inaccuracy of the producible documentation. Individual block variants are not identified in the prototype algorithm, as only their dimensions are
used as inputs. This is in part due to the development process of model floor plans being unfinished: All the variants to
eventually be at the disposal of designers are not specified
yet, and no baseline information on their cost etc. has been
calculated thus far. As soon as such information becomes
available, it can be relatively easily taken into consideration
as the basic arithmetic and geometric operations will remain
intact, and the modifications required will be associated
with the formatting and organization of input data. Minimizing potential cost could also be an additional objective for
optimization, to provide the user with multiple design alternatives to choose from as a result of a multi-objective optimization solution.
Another deficiency in the script is the lack of a model corner
floor plan. Linear blocks are frequently concatenated angularly as well. For now, this problem is solved by enabling the
user to choose between one or two end blocks for the composition at hand: The optimized block composition will have
to end in a middle block when concatenated with a separately designed corner block. The guide curve for the algorithm will need to be drawn accordingly. Model floor plans for
90-degree corners are currently under development, and the
algorithm will be updated to include them as soon as they
are finished. For different angles, the corner will still need
to be separately designed. A minor improvement was also
suggested to enable user to choose whether the combined
length of blocks can exceed the length of the guide curve or
not. This capability will be added in the algorithm soon.
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3.5

Height Optimization Based on Solar Analysis

One of the most important factors defining the atmosphere
and the pleasance of built environment is the amount and
behavior of sunlight illuminating the building masses and
the outdoor space between them. Contrary to more southern areas, in Finnish climate circumstances it is generally
important to maximize the amount of solar exposure to
assist in the heating of buildings. However, designs are rarely
drafted based on sunlighting and shading circumstances.
Other factors such as dimensional and aesthetic qualities
and personal preferences of the designer, combined with
rules and regulations set by the authorities, direct the composition of design options.
Options resulting from the initial process might then be evaluated in terms of solar exposure and shadows cast, but the
digital methods available in the basic UI of BIM software to
do these evaluations lack the ability to automatically make
corrections or suggestions to the design. Moreover, while
visual renderings of the shadow analyses might be easily
available, numerical data for accurate assessment between
options is not. It is then left to the designer to interpret the
visually represented results and modify the design accordingly. Methods available without the use of computer would
be yet more laborious and inaccurate.
These concerns prompted members of the design team to
request an algorithm to optimize building height to minimize shading on building facades and the space between
them. More accurate assessment of solar analyses was
desired, and design algorithms were considered a potential way of achieving that objective. Similarly to the optimization of linear block composition, an algorithm here can
be harnessed to generate countless iterations of a design
option to reach an optimal distribution of building height. In
that way, an algorithm could give valid and mathematically
based propositions on massing volumes to be further developed by designers. However, as there are no accurate metrics to measure the amount of shadow per se, the problem
was reversed to look for a solution to maximize the amount
of sunlight on surfaces instead of minimizing shadow. The
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site layout resulting from the linear block algorithm could be
used as a footprint for massing creation, and thus a powerful combination to generate iterations of early-stage design
options could be created.
3.5.1

Environmental Analysis with Ladybug Tools

The basic node packages in neither Dynamo nor Grasshopper include tools for solar analysis, and custom node packages had to be sought. A quick review of the available options
revealed that one of the most developed and most commonly
used add-ins for several types of algorithmic environmental
analyses is a toolset consisting of packages called Ladybug,
Honeybee and Butterfly. The entity is called Ladybug Tools,
and was initiated by Mostapha Sadeghipour Roudsari in
2012[56]. It is currently available for Dynamo and Grasshopper
with applications for further platforms under development.
It provides a comprehensive toolbox for analyzing solar and
environmental conditions, fluid dynamics and comfort models.
For solar analyses and visualizations, Ladybug utilizes a free,
open-source suite of programs called Radiance, a pioneering
lighting analysis and simulation engine first launched in 1985
and since then widely used in several industries requiring
lighting simulation. Radiance generates physically accurate
calculations and representations of lighting circumstances
given light sources and B-rep surface geometries to process.
Radiance uses a reverse ray-tracing technology, where rays of
light are calculated starting from the scene surfaces towards
the source of light.[57]
The source of light in this case will be the sun. In this case,
Ladybug calculates the position of the sun based on site coordinates. Weather data is supplied by EnergyPlus, which is a
free, open-source software package for building energy simulations provided by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Building Technologies Office is. Weather data files are available for
over 2100 locations from the EnergyPlus website.[58] At the
time of writing this thesis, In Finland Helsinki and Tampere
were available as predefined locations.
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3.5.2

Background and Issues with Generating Variables

While there is a node, visually represented as a number
slider, to generate a single variable within a given range
in both Dynamo and Grasshopper, neither has a node to
generate a parametrically specified number of variables all
at once. Consequently, a separate slider for each of them
would basically have to be created and linked to the rest
of the script. For example, in the case at hand there are 38
separate blocks, so 38 sliders would have to be created and
connected to the graph. Such a procedure seems counter-intuitive to the quickness and ease of use sought by utilizing algorithms. Ideally, a node would exist that accepts as
inputs the number of variables desired, and their minimum
and maximum values.

Figure 3.12. The number slider nodes with their configuration panels visible in
Grasshopper (above) and Dynamo (below). Neither accept input parameters to
control the node’s constraints so the values must be set manually.

There is a component called Gene Pool included in the
Galapagos evolutionary solver package, which is essentially a plural variable slider. However, the number of variables generated, and the range of their values must be set
manually in the properties of the node, which interrupts
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the automatic parametrically-driven workflow. Several
custom scripts to control gene pools are available online on
Grasshopper message boards. They might provide a solution to the problem just fine, but as the aim of this study is
to assess the applicability of algorithmic modeling for the
average designer in organized corporate practices, it was
not considered good practice to use separate pieces of code
authored by unverified sources, possibly from years before,
that must be fetched from random forum posts.

Figure 3.13. A Gene Pool node with its properties dialog opened. The sawtooth
edge on the left illustrates that it is an independent node and accepts no inputs.

In Dynamo, a node comparable to the gene pool does not exist.
Unsuccessful attempts to generate a parametrically defined
number of variables were conducted using the LoopWhile node*
to repeat the creation of a value within the min-max range until
a certain count is reached. This approach was found not to be
compatible with using an optimization algorithm in a Dynamo
script, with unspecific error messages displayed. Another
approach was to generate a predefined number like a hundred or a thousand combinations of height variations and use
the algorithm to pick the best one among these combinations.
While this approach is able to analyze an impressive number of
iterations compared to manual methods, it was not considered
adequate to the objectives of this study, as it relies on random
variation and there is no certainty that a significantly better
option exists than the one found using this solution.
The solution would be appropriate if all possible combinations
were processed, but with amounts of blocks and variations of
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*The LoopWhile node
is intended to create an
operation similar to for
loops or while loops found
in several text-based
programming languages. It
cycles through a function
until a specified boundary
condition is reached. In
Dynamo, it is a special
node that has the ability to
work upstream and write
parameters that precede it.

floor counts ranging such scales as the ones used in this study,
the number of possible combinations reaches tens of millions. It
would be computationally extremely heavy to merely calculate
all the possible combinations, let alone render the solar conditions for each. In practice, it would potentially take at least
several days of computation time using a basic workstation.
Moreover, even when a computationally reasonable amount of
variations is used, it is not the most applicable problem for a
genetic algorithm to solve, as the predefined options are listed
in a random order and the only thing for the solver to do is to
cycle through them, compare them and pick the most suitable
one. There are no values for the genetic algorithm to iterate,
store and reproduce to find an optimal solution in its characteristic manner, quickly within a few generations. However,
a development request was sent to the very responsive team
working on Project Refinery, and the possibility to create a
multiple variable slider node is being examined by them as this
thesis is being written.
Furthermore, the currently available most recent version of
Ladybug Tools for Dynamo has major issues and a functioning
algorithm could not be created. The update was released in
August 2018, and despite being relatively recent for a Dynamo
node package, it predates the most recent major updates of
both Revit and Dynamo. Although no clarity to the reasons
behind the issues was found as the development team hasn’t
replied to support requests, updates to the host software are
a very potential source of problems in custom node packages.
The error messages displayed suggest issues with input data
formatting and could possibly be solvable with adequate programming knowledge, as Ladybug is an open source product.
However, such work is outside the scope of this thesis and was
not further researched.
Another custom node package called Solar Analysis for
Dynamo was also tested, with promising results. However,
neither release notes, user instructions nor documentation on
its operating principle are available, which casts a shadow of
doubt over the accuracy and reliability of results attained with
it. Additionally, its most recent update was published in January 2017.
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3.5.3

Initial Structure of the Algorithm

User input
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operation
Geometric operation
Data formatting
Output

Figure 3.14. A flowchart illustrating the height optimization algorithm.

Figure 3.15. The algorithm as displayed in Grasshopper. All the nodes that require
manipulation or attention from the user are highlighted in pink.

For the aforesaid reasons, the final algorithm was built in
Grasshopper with a plan to export the results to Revit once
a solution is found. As inputs the algorithm utilizes boundary curves that represent building footprints (from the linear
block optimization algorithm or elsewhere) and boundaries
of the part of ground surface between the buildings to be
included in the analysis. As the target is to optimize building
heights, a variable height input must be introduced for each
block. It is not practical, however, to use an arbitrary range
of values, even if it would give the optimal solution in terms
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of solar exposure. There are predefined requirements and
objectives for numbers of floors in the planned area set by
municipal authorities as well as corporate expectations and
business-related guidelines. Consequently, the variable to
be optimized should be the number of floors for each block
instead of the outright height of the block.
A gene pool node was utilized as an input to control the
numbers of floors. The number of blocks extracted from the
block boundary curve input is displayed next to the gene
pool to make it as easy as possible for the user to manually
set the number of variables. To give the user the ability to
directly adjust the minimum and maximum number of floors
without having to modify gene pool properties, the domain
of the gene pool’s range of values was set between 0 and
1. The resulting decimal numbers were then remapped to
the domain between the minimum and maximum number
of floors, and rounded to the closest integral value. Another
input to be set by the user is floor to floor height. Floor
counts for each block are then multiplied by floor to floor
height to find out total heights of the blocks.

Figure 3.15. Gene pool node within the algorithm with the number of required
variables displayed next to it for the user to set it manually.

Block boundaries are then extruded in the world Z-axis
direction according to the heights to create surface geometry for the solar analysis. If the block boundary curves were
generated parametrically in the block composition optimization, the orientation in which the rectangles are drawn is not
controlled. As a consequence, it is necessary to flip surface
normal vectors for the extrusions that appear inside out;
otherwise the algorithm will return zero as their solar exposure value. That is to say, although the surface geometry in
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question has no thickness, it has a “frontside” and a “backside”. All the surfaces must have their frontside facing out.
As there is no certainty or generality to which surfaces have
to be flipped, some geometrical data needs to be extracted
and processed to match the orientation of all surfaces.
To find out the solar exposure on analysis surfaces using
Ladybug, sun paths for analysis periods need to be calculated. Inputs required for that are the latitude, longitude,
time zone and elevation of the analysis site, and months,
days and hours as integral numbers to define the analysis
period.

Figure 3.16. A preview of the sun paths for the analysis period, generated with
Ladybug nodes, displayed in Rhino drawing area.

The sun paths are then fed into a sunlight hours analysis
node along with the building mass geometries. The resolution* of the analysis is set to match the floor to floor height.
The node generates several outputs, but the relevant one
here is the total number of hours of direct solar exposure
received by the analysis surfaces. This metric will then be
maximized using a genetic algorithm that iterates the floor
counts for each block to find the optimal composition. Only
the vertical surfaces of the mass extrusions are used as
analysis surfaces, but solid geometries are used as context,
i.e. shading geometries, and for visualization.
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*Ladybug generates an
analysis grid on the input
surfaces. Solar exposure is
calculated for each cell of
the grid. Thus, in this case,
resolution refers to the
length of grid cell sides.

Figure 3.17. A colored mesh geometry visualization of the solar analysis displayed
in Rhino drawing area.

*Adaptive Components
are Revit object families
whose geometry is based
on reference points in 3D
space. They can adjust to
any planar surface whose
number of corner points
matches the number of
object’s reference points.
In this case, four corner
points were used to match
rectangular blocks.

The resulting massing geometries are then migrated to
Revit. There are a handful of plug-ins available for this
purpose. The ones tested here were The Pipe, Grevit and
Hummingbird. A functioning solution was not accomplished
with neither The Pipe nor Grevit, but Hummingbird proved
operational. A parametric Adaptive Component* object
family was created in Revit using its built-in Family Editor.
It was appointed instance parameters to calculate and display floor to floor height, number of floors, total area and, if
applicable, cost estimation data for each block.

Figure 3.18. The adaptive component family and its family parameters dialog
as displayed in Revit parametric family editor. The parameters will be written by
algorithms in Grasshopper and Dynamo. The four corner points are highlighted by
reference planes in blue.
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The values of these parameters can be written to Revit using
the Hummingbird plug-in and a simple Dynamo script, and
thereby they become available for BIM-based schedules
and calculations in the Revit model.
Hummingbird is a software toolset consisting of a node
package for Grasshopper and a Revit add-in. In Grasshopper,
corner points of the block boundary rectangles are extracted
and fed to a Hummingbird node to create a Revit Adaptive
Component. The parametric Revit family’s height dimension
is dictated by its Floor to Floor Height and Floor Number
parameters. The values of these parameters are input from
the script to a Hummingbird node to set Revit parameters.
The parameters are then connected to the Adaptive Component creation node, whose output is then fed to a Hummingbird Send node, which writes an intermediary text file. This
intermediary file is then read in Revit using the Hummingbird add-in. The objects appear in the drawing area, with
their parameters set to the correct values by the algorithm
but still configurable in the Revit UI. Hummingbird sets an
ID to each object to identify ones to replace in case of modifications. In that way, a dynamic link between Grasshopper
and Revit is retained.

Figure 3.19. The massing draft imported into Revit. One of the blocks is selected
and its parameters are visible in the properties palette on the left. They are written from Grasshopper and Dynamo but remain modifiable in Revit.
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3.5.4

Case-Specific Upgrades

In preliminary demonstrations of the script, a few case-specific
improvements were suggested by the project team. Firstly, the
prototype of the algorithm does not consider the limitation of
total floor area for the site set by the authorities. As the objective of optimization is set to maximizing solar exposure on each
façade, it is favorable for the algorithm to create blocks as high
as possible to maximize the vertical area exposed to sunlight, in
accordance with the shading it implies on adjacent facades. Consequently, the distribution of block heights is inclined towards
the higher end of the scale. The resulting high floor counts lead
to a high total floor area that exceeds the limit. In practice, the
limit has to be introduced in the algorithm as an additional optimization objective: The total floor plan of the massing generated
by the algorithm is subtracted from the maximum allowable floor
plan, and the absolute value of the result is minimized.
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Figure 3.20. A flowchart illustrating the upgraded height optimization algorithm.

Therefore, Galapagos had to be dismissed as the optimization tool for this algorithm, as it is only capable of optimizing
towards one objective at a time. A multi-objective genetic
algorithm for Grasshopper is available in the form of a custom
node package called Octopus. It is a free of charge, open
source software tool developed and distributed by researchers at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna, Austria and
Bollinger+Grohmann Engineers. Its behavior in the Grass76

hopper drawing area is identical to Galapagos, but it enables
a much more accurate configuration of the optimization process as well as its visualization and documentation.
Another case specific point of improvement is to enable more
specific control of floor counts. In this case, a specific proportion of blocks are preferred to reach the maximum floor
count, with other blocks ranging within a more limited, lower
domain. The specified proportion of blocks is set to have the
max floor count and eliminated from the original gene pool.
The variable value to be set by the multi-objective genetic
algorithm in their case is their location within the site. In
practice, this is done by making Octopus dictate their ordinal
number in the list of blocks.
Furthermore, a two-click display switch is introduced in the
algorithm to enable the user to switch between solar analysis and massing geometry displays. A feature is also created to display either the ordinal number or the floor count of
each block in the Rhino 3D viewport, and to switch between
them in two clicks.

Figure 3.21. Octopus solver window displaying a 3D coordinate view of the
solution space. Each point drawn in space is an alternative solution. On the red
axis is the negative of the total solar exposure (Octopus always seeks to minimize
the output, so the solar exposure value has to be multiplied by -1 to maximize it).
On the green axis is the absolute value of the difference between maximum floor
area and actual floor area. The solution alternatives closest to the origin are the
fittest ones.
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Figure 3.22. Solar analysis mesh geometry with floor counts displayed atop each
block.

3.5.5

Assessment of the Algorithm

As anticipated, the algorithm provides accurate and objective results to assist in the placement of tall buildings, in
making the choice of one or two main view directions for
each linear block and in the justification of design choices.
It creates a descriptive visualization of the results and provides a lot of numeric data, with potential to add more data
parameters to the Revit object family to satisfy more extensive and detailed needs. In a multi-objective optimization
problem, a globally optimal option cannot be produced. As
a consequence, the solutions to further investigate must
be chosen from several alternatives displayed in Octopus.
This gives the designer the possibility to compare favorable
solutions in terms of aesthetic qualities, for example, and to
personally pick their favorites.
The algorithm has one major deficiency: time consumption.
To get accurate results from the solar analysis, the con78

ditions are rendered in Radiance for each solution option
generated in Octopus. Ray-trace renders require lots of
computing power, so reaching a reliable optimization result
using an ordinary workstation takes quite a bit of time. To
limit time consumption, the analysis period cannot be set
to include every hour of every day of the year. In this study,
it was set to include 12 hours, from 8 AM to 8 PM, during
vernal equinox, summer solstice, autumnal equinox and
winter solstice. This was considered to provide a sufficiently
accurate estimation of annual conditions. Hereby the algorithm can be run in about 40 minutes per site layout option.
In principle, the resulting massing draft could be used as
such, but it is not yet advisable. The usefulness of the algorithm could be significantly improved by introducing cost
estimations as a third optimization objective. This information will be introduced in the algorithm as soon as it becomes
available for the model floor plans. Anyway, the algorithm is
successful in providing design alternatives based on objective metrics to serve as a foundation in further design explorations and to support decision-making.

3.6

Design Adaptations

The algorithms developed in this case study are valuable in
producing numerical information and statistic about design
options, but their results can also be implemented in the
architectural design of the case project. For instance, the
visual renderings produced of the massing variations articulately illustrate the solar exposure on each façade. This
information can be utilized in deciding whether to use linear
blocks with views in one or two main directions. There could
even be an improvement to the algorithm to automatically
place and orient blocks in question based on a solar exposure threshold. Propositions on where to place ground floor
retail or catering spaces can be made based on the solar
exposure of the façades as well: The sunnier spots could be
more feasible for terraces etc., and the most shaded ground
floor façades could accommodate storage space entrances
and such.
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Opportunities for public outdoor activities, e.g. catering
business on ground floor, outdoor furnishing, park

Opportunities for site-specific community and outdoor activities, e.g.
community room on ground floor, urban farming, outdoor furniture

Facades with the absolute least exposure to sunlight: Linear
blocks with one main view direction advised, no balconies

Figure 3.23. Quick observations to be made when evaluating design alternatives.
In general, the alternative presented here could use more space between building
masses: The high total floor area necessitates high floor counts and the courtyards are left shady. On the other hand, the issues could be addressed by utilizing
light colors and glass in facade treatment to increase the amount of reflected
sunlight to counteract the darkness.
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The massing optimization algorithm generates hundreds
of iterations in a relatively short time. Inevitably some of
them will be aesthetically unexpected to the designers. In
that way, new perspectives to the design can be found to
complement their initial ideas. The multi-objective optimization algorithm makes it possible to evaluate several iterations that are almost equally applicable in terms of numeric
objectives but might vary greatly in terms of aesthetics and
ambiance. For instance, some of the iterations place the
highest masses in a way that creates a gateway motif, which
in turn could impact façade design and detailing. Invariably the building heights aren’t distributed in any organized
manner, which creates lots of variety in the appearance of
the area. It offers an opportunity to increase differentiation
and attractivity with varying façade treatments and colors
as well as alternative roof shapes.

Figure 3.24. A quick rendering done in Revit of the design alternative in its
context.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

4.1

Reflection on Results, Benefits and
Shortcomings

The case study brought the results that were anticipated
from the beginning. The computer’s capability of producing hundreds of iterations of design options in a matter of
minutes cannot be matched by human designers. Design
algorithms could be a reliable assistant to a design team
to consider specific design objectives in detail and to provide fresh perspectives for solving design problems. A lot of
data can be obtained from the process to give an objective
standpoint to assist in decision-making.
As soon as the definite problems to be resolved with algorithmic design were stated, the work turned into a quite
straightforward trial-and-error process to reach a reliable,
unambiguous and generalizable result. In both cases, an
operational algorithm could be developed rather quickly in
about a week; detailing, data format matching and case-specific upgrades essentially doubled the time spent. With the
experience and familiarity with the process gained from the
case study, such an effort would arguably take far less time
in the future and a script could be written in a matter of
days, with a final product available in a couple of weeks
from an initial query.
Two weeks could be a long time in an acute project with
deadlines approaching. For that reason, the efforts to
develop algorithms should be directed towards recurring
design problems that are common to a large number of projects, if not all of them. Thereby the amount of time spent
in the development of the algorithm and resulting costs are
distributed more equally between projects, and the algorithms are readily available when required. Case-specific
algorithms to do unique explorations should be saved for
projects that have a budget big enough to accommodate
the labor and time required for the creation, evaluation and
distribution of an algorithmic design tool.
That brings us to arguably the biggest deficiency noticed
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considering initial expectations. One of the objectives targeted with algorithmic design and visual programming is to
democratize rule-based geometry formation and data management and make it accessible to designers with no prior
programming experience. According to experiences from
the case study, such a result is not accomplished. While no
additional programming knowledge had to be sought during
the study, the efforts required to master the creation and
generalization of algorithms in visual programming interfaces could probably be compared to fluently learning a programming language. The author has about three years of
irregular practice with Grasshopper in addition to the several months of full-time training undertaken in the making
of this thesis, and only towards the end of the case study
the process started to flow smoothly.
It is not predictable, therefore, that all ordinary designers
would adopt and learn algorithmic design at this point. To
effectively utilize algorithms in mundane workflows, they
need to be expertly created in a manner where they are
generalized to be applicable in many cases. Inputs and
manipulations required from the user should be as simple
as possible, even with a complex algorithm, and a user
manual should be provided to ensure correct utilization of
the algorithm. Consequently, algorithmic design might not
be available to all design agencies, as the expert knowledge
required for efficient operation is rare and possibly expensive. Moreover, learning such skills is time-consuming, and
comprehensive training programs are not easily available,
especially in the Finnish language. Gaining sufficient competency requires significant personal interest and proactive
research on the subject. Therefore, even if algorithm expertise was desired, it might not be available directly.
Another deficiency has to do with the novelty of algorithmic design. While the platforms, Grasshopper and Dynamo,
are relatively well-defined and reliable, they are still in an
early phase of their development. Consequently, their basic
deliveries lack many features that numerous users require.
These demands can be satisfied by programming custom
software, but if such know-how is not available, software
developed by outside sources must be sought. While the
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community of users and developers around this subject is
remarkable and a notable selection of tools is available free
of charge, they are not always finished or up to date. It is not
good practice within a concise VDC strategy to formulate
workflows that rely on software that hasn’t been updated
in several years and whose supplier cannot be contacted.
Such workflows cannot be guaranteed to work predictably
and permanently. The downside of open source is that the
developer has no responsibility to maintain the product.
In the case study, this concern was manifested in the inability to develop a Dynamo version of the height optimization
algorithm. For a designer with no knowledge of formal programming, it is impossible to review and repair faulty code in
case of issues. If the author of the custom tools in question
is not available, the process is stuck. Many of the custom
toolsets have been created as parts of doctoral thesis studies, for example, so in many cases their authors have abandoned them due to a transition to private practice or such.
Moreover, the functionality of the case algorithms is dependent on optimization tools. In Dynamo, a program currently
in beta phase, Refinery, had to be used for genetic algorithms. In the worst possible case, development of Refinery
would be seized sometime in the future, and the algorithms
would eventually become useless. A program in beta phase
might also contain significant software bugs, which would
result in unexpected behavior for inexperienced users.
These issues are far less distinctive in case of Grasshopper, which is the more established and mature tool when
compared to Dynamo, with a larger user base and more
developers involved. In general, the problems will likely be
less frequent in the future, as the existing software tools
develop further, and the familiarity with algorithmic design
and consequently demand for it increase, bringing more
professional software agencies to the field. For now, however, algorithmic design appears mainly as an experimental
tool. It has immediate potential in resolving case-specific
design issues and creating relatively simple abstract operations that can be built with nodes included in the standard
delivery of the respective visual algorithm editor. On the
contrary, it has immense potential to play a significant part
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in the architectural design process in the future. For that
to happen it is required that comprehensive training on the
subject becomes available, and the maturity of the available
software tools reaches a level where results are guaranteed
and predictable.
Algorithms could definitely be helpful additions to designers’ digital toolboxes. However, by any means they do not,
and should not seek to, replace human intervention in
design. Successful work using design algorithms requires
a paradigm shift from more traditional drafting. A divideand-conquer strategy is advised: Design problems need to
be reduced to abstract components, instead of utilizing the
usual trial-and-error approach of modeling iterations of the
whole design to eventually perfect its constituent parts.
Bearing that in mind, an algorithm is only as smart as
its creator has programmed it to be. Design expertise is
required in the composition of the conceptualized design
problems and the objectives through which they are solved.
Architectural training is necessary to be able to name metrics that determine good built environment to use as input
parameters. Further, each and every aspect of a design task
cannot be included in the structure of an algorithm. Architecture is a form of art that has a close-knit relationship
with its cultural and environmental context. Consequently,
a trained architectural designer is required to assess the
solution alternatives with respect to their extended topographic, demographic and temporal surroundings, as well as
to prioritize objectives and consider additional ones, such
as aesthetic and social qualities.

4.2

SWOT Analysis

SWOT Analysis refers to a strategic planning tool, where the
internal, endogenic Strengths and Weaknesses of a strategic choice, and Opportunities and Threats originating in
its operational environment, are identified, listed and evaluated.[59] In this case, it is applied to evaluating the strengths
and weaknesses of an algorithms-aided design process,
and the opportunities and threats stemming from the context of architectural design practice and the AEC industry.
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59. Dyson 2004: p. 2

STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
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Accurate consideration of objective numerical
criteria such as climatic and finance related
information
Ability to set rules and constraints to ensure the
quality and adaptability of design alternatives
Countless iterations of design options in a
relatively short time
Accurate mathematical optimization according to
certain criteria
Exploration beyond the native capabilities of
design software
Fast and concise management and evaluation of
data associated with design alternatives
Case-specific modification, adaptation and
improvement of open-source software

High demand for construction in centers of
growth - Requires quick high-quality production
Demand for objectively based justification of
design choices to support financial objectives
Need for streamlining and accelerating design
processes
Lack of features and flexibility in native
interfaces of design software
Increasing availability of professionally developed
and maintained algorithmic modeling software
Increasing hardware performance
Increasing availability of expert consultation in
algorithmic design

Possible incompleteness and immaturity of
relevant open-source software tools
Poor or inconsistent availability of
documentation, tutorials and support for custom
software
Dependence on the expertise of the author of a
design algorithm
Significant specific training required for efficient
application
Outsourcing or notable initial investments
required for practical implementation

Custom software becoming and remaining
outdated
Insufficient hardware performance
Lack of formal training in algorithmic design
Failure to shift design paradigm to algorithmic
thinking
Failure to convince companies operating in
the AEC industry of the benefit of deploying
algorithmic design

THREATS

Continued lack of professionally developed and
maintained algorithmic modeling software

WEAKNESSES

Poor advertising, distribution and availability of
potential software tools
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4.3

Comparison of Alternative Workflows

In this study, it was established that concise management
of data flows is of essential importance to successful algorithmic design. In complex algorithms data is in most cases
organized in multi-level lists of values, in other words data
trees. The order and shape of the data trees must remain
consistent throughout the graph to get accurate and appropriate results. In comparison to Dynamo, Grasshopper
offers much more intuitive and foreseeable application and
behavior in terms of data tree management. Grasshopper nodes contain automatic and on-demand features for
inputs and outputs to manipulate data trees quickly and
tidily. In Dynamo, more instances of nodes are required,
and, in some cases, operations must be repeated to get the
desired result.

Figure 4.1. The composition of nodes required to arrange block corner points to
allow creation of planar rectangles in Grasshopper (above) and Dynamo (below).
To get the same essential result that requires four operations in Grasshopper,
several list creations, hierarchy shifts and item retrievals must be done in Dynamo.

Even though their appearance is similar, Grasshopper and
Dynamo have some fundamental differences. In the case of
Grasshopper, its host software, Rhino, is strictly a geometry
editor with no further data content capabilities. A preview
of Grasshopper geometry is displayed directly in the Rhino
drawing area. There are few constraints to form finding,
as Rhino offers a NURBS-based platform where geometry
flows freely in a 3D space. In Dynamo, on the other hand,
a separate internal programming language, DesignScript, is
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Figure 4.2. An arithmetic multiplication in Grasshopper. Several values are fed
to input B. Multiple values can be stored in an integral value node: The doubled
output wire from the Middle Unit Length Variations node signifies multiple values
being forwarded. The arrow pointing upwards at an input signifies the incoming
data being grafted into a data tree, i.e moved down in list hierarchy, to permit the
calculation to be made separately on each input value.

Figure 4.3. The same procedure in Dynamo. The values need to be combined
into lists separately.

utilized for geometry creation. It provides more capabilities
to form finding compared to native Revit geometry, which is
constrained by the parameters of built-in BIM object families. Consequently, a conversion to DesignScript must be
made when working with Revit geometry, and manipulations in Dynamo must be done within the framework of the
intended object family to be able to convert back to Revit.
In Revit, the 3D geometry is just one part in a collection
of data attributes connected to a BIM object. For that
reason, there are lots of features associated with the management of additional BIM data and platform in Dynamo.
To use these capabilities efficiently, it is advised to have
a profound understanding of the hierarchy system of BIM
object families and associated data in Revit. That provided,
Dynamo is a powerful tool for BIM-related processes such
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as view, room and level management; annotating drawings
and sheets; reading and writing object parameters; and displaying and exporting schedules and statistics, beyond its
form finding capabilities.
For the above reasons, a direct comparison between Grasshopper and Dynamo isn’t entirely fair. Obviously, Dynamo
is the only alternative to process Revit native BIM data and
to work with existing Revit models that are created using
more traditional modeling methods. However, geometry created in Grasshopper can be easily migrated into Revit with
a lot of necessary data included. This kind of work requires
an understanding of the structure of Revit object families
comparable to working in Dynamo, but the more intuitive
and faster-to-use interface of Grasshopper make such an
approach worthwhile in form-finding efforts.
Algorithm prototypes can be developed and evaluated faster
in Grasshopper to assess their viability and find points of
improvement. A workflow resembling BIM could probably
be achieved in Grasshopper by utilizing nested lists in data
trees, where essential attributes required in the algorithm
are grouped by geometry instance. With concise management of the dataflow, all of the information could be processed, visualized and extracted in an intelligible way. Such
tools would, however, be relatively case-specific and unnecessarily complex in comparison to native Revit workflows.
The purposefulness, worksharing capabilities and built-in
data content essential for building information modeling is
highly developed in the basic Revit UI, and efficient parametric relations can be established even without visual programming. In a VDC strategy such as the one implemented
by Bonava, software standardization and integration is of
primary importance. Conversion between Grasshopper and
Revit is not natively included in either, so third-party software plugins must be used, which adds a layer of possible unreliability. Moreover, adding another program in form
of Rhino and Grasshopper to the software portfolio would
mean increased software license expenses and additional
training for the staff. For these reasons, if concise and frequent BIM work is required, the use of Dynamo is advisable.
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As a conclusion, Grasshopper is superior to Dynamo in
form-finding, and the geometries can be relatively easily
imported into Revit. However, to be smoothly integrated in
a concise Revit-based BIM scheme, Dynamo offers more
reliability and features and is the only choice when working with existing Revit models. Being more attached to data
management, Dynamo would benefit from a streamlined,
intuitive behavior of node inputs and outputs such as the
one featured in Grasshopper.
Comprehensive prior knowledge of the host software is
advised to effectively work with Dynamo, while Grasshopper is very approachable and intuitive with no prerequisite
for fluency in Rhino, just basic understanding of associated
data types and Cartesian geometry. They both could be
parts of a comprehensive algorithms-aided digital toolset to
handle modeling problems relating to their respective areas
of expertise. This, though, would require additional training
and software investments.
As of April 23rd, 2019, a single-seat commercial license of
Revit costs 3043,15 € (VAT included) per year in Finland[60].
An equivalent permanent Rhino 6 license costs 1165,60 € as
a single payment[61]. If neither program is already acquired
and there is a demand for algorithmic design in a BIM workflow, the far chaper price of Rhino makes it advisable to
assess whether initial geometry studies or working with
existing BIM data is of primary importance. For the former,
Grasshopper is better even considering the additional file
conversion. For the latter, however, working directly in
Dynamo is mandatory and more effective. Obviously, if one
of the programs is already on hand and additional software
acquisitions are not preferred, work-arounds and satisfactory solutions could most probably be developed with either
if necessary.
A lot of the better usability of Grasshopper is due to it being
a more mature and widely-used program. There are more
custom node packages available, many of which are professionally developed and maintained. Consequently, it is
predictable that Dynamo will gradually improve and more
features will become available, leveling the field with
Grasshopper.
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4.4

Inquiry and Its Results

After the completion of the initial design algorithms in the
case study, a short questionnaire was distributed to a small
number of people participating in the case project. There
were six questions directly relevant to this thesis and an
open question for further comments, reflection and suggestions. Responses were received from seven of the key people
who are involved in the case project and have been present in demonstrations and brainstorming sessions during
the development of the algorithms presented earlier in this
thesis.
The responses verify the points made in chapter 4.1. The
team’s reactions to algorithmic design vary from being cautiosly interested in the matter to endorsing its prompt wider-scale adaptation to practice in new projects. The tools
created in this study were deemed useful and potential was
identified in the discontinued prototypes, so further research
is justifiable. In general, the reaction was positive and the
designers are interested in implementing algorithmic tools in
their work with appropriate training and instructions provided.
1. Did the study enhance your knowledge of algorithmic
design and its capabilities?

7

Yes
No

2. Do you think algorithmic design would be useful in the
future?

7

94

Yes
No

3. In your opinion, which use case has the highest potential?
1

Pick up to two options.
1

Model floor plan distribution
Solar analysis

6
4

Plot division
Optimizing apartment floor plan composition

4. Do you think you could benefit from algorithmic tools in
your own work?
1

Yes

3

Possibly with adequate training
3

I’m not a designer

5. Were the tools developed in this study useful in the case
project?
1
Yes
6

No

From the responses received to the open questions it can be
noticed that while tangible benefit to the case project is vague
thus far, both of the completed algorithms are seen as highly
potential further on as they are properly implemented. It was
seen as beneficial to get design alternatives beyond those drawn
up by human designers to shake up old conventions. It was also
noted that more information is required to back up design decisions, so researching and using algoritmic design should definitely be endorsed. The current position of algorithmic design
is well portrayed in the response of one of the designers: ”If
Bonava wants to be on the cutting edge of residential construction, algorithmic design must be adopted as a tool of the trade.”
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Figure 2.2: Guillaume Piolle (2008) Western facade of the Parthenon during its restoration, Acropolis of Athens, Greece.
Licensed under CC BY 3.0. Available at: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Parthenon_-_facade_ouest.jpg. Modified by
the author.
Figure 2.3: Graphical origami instructions by an unknown author.
Released to the public domain. Available at: https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Origami_boat.svg. Modified and compiled by the author.
Figure 2.4: Jochen Spieker (2018) Großer Saal, Bühne und
Kuppel. Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. Available at: https://www.
flickr.com/photos/jochenspieker/44538365241/
Figure 2.6: Alexandre Prévot (2012) Centre Pompidou Metz.
Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. Available at: https://www.flickr.
com/photos/alexprevot/7836627182/
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